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editor’s view

“The era of cheap products is gone; the era
of inflation has arrived.”
A quote from Tommy Lui, senior vice
president of Li & Fung Logistics. Li & Fung
does the lion’s share of its sourcing in
China where, as we know, ex-factory costs
are increasing by double-digit percentages
on an annual basis. There are several clear
reasons for this but rising wages is generally
considered the biggest culprit.
So how are manufacturers and brand
owners responding? Some are shifting
production inland. Foxconn, famously, is
doing so after receiving strong incentives
from authorities including three years of
free rail transport for goods shipments
from Chongqing to Shenzhen. Foxconn
remains concerned about the additional
logistics costs and – more important – oftenunpredictable transport services out of the
interior. Not to mention the fact inland
wages are rising too.
For others, such as Flextronics, which
has a 53,000-strong workforce at its
main China operation in Zhuhai, moving
production for lower ex-factory costs is not
always feasible.
“It can be more about supply chain

synergy. Many of our customers already
have big operations in China outside of
what we do for them and so would be slow
to support a move for existing operations,”
says Hong Kong-based Mark Shandley, vice
president, supply chain and procurement
with Flextronics. “But we do recommend
looking to places other than China for new
product lines.”
In the apparel segment, Li & Fung is
advising clients to look inland and to other
Asian markets such as Bangladesh and
Indonesia for a mid-term solution; to India
for the longer-term; and ultimately to Africa.
“We are actively looking at Africa as the
final frontier of low-cost manufacturing,”
says Lui.
Daniel Lui, logistics director with Puma
says his company is looking to relocate some
sourcing to Vietnam, Indonesia and Thailand
as it faces higher prices and capacity issues
here. This despite aggressive plans on the
part of the German sports brand to grow
domestic sales in the country. “The pricing
in these markets is very attractive for us,”
he says.
Beyond relocation of production, Li
& Fung’s Lui says there are several key
discernable trends in global supply chains at
the moment. These include a heavier focus
on inventory optimisation as customers look
for ways to mitigate additional costs and
unpredictability; shorter product lifecycles,
requiring more responsive supply chain
support systems; the emergence of multichannel distribution (notably, China’s
growing appetite for e-commerce); and
sustainability, which he believes will be
increasingly important to brands and their
supply chains going forward.
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Once again, we will be hosting our annual
Supply Chain Asia Forum (SCAF) and
this year will be our seventh installment.
SCAF has been a unique opportunity for
us to bring together logistics and supply
chain professionals from all over Asia and
globally to network, share and learn from
one another. SCAF has indeed evolved into
an alternative platform for professionals in
this industry to gather together.

•

Thought Leaders Roundtable – this
session will be held on September 6 and
will bring together thought leaders and
senior executives to discuss strategic
developments and issues relating to
the transportation network in Asia,
particularly the challenges involved in
air, rail, sea and road
Forum Discussions – A total of four panel
sessions will be hosted over two days,
with two sessions on the morning of
September 7 and the final two sessions
on the afternoon of September 8. Topics
to be discussed include customer
experience supply chain, innovation
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and the supply chain, global trade
compliance and risk management, and
sustainability and rising consumerism
Technical Tracks – Technical tracks are
designed to deliver in-depth discussion
on focused topics

We look forward to welcoming many of
our community members to Singapore from
September 6-9.
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RUGGED redefined.
Finally, a printer as rugged as its environment.

RL4

rugged portable
label printer

Rugged. Reliable. WMS-Compatible.
Datamax-O’Neil built its reputation on rugged and reliable portable receipt printers and has now
used this expertise to design the industry’s most rugged portable label printer. The RL4 is built
to survive multiple drops to concrete and still print high quality labels, first time, every time. The RL4
seamlessly integrates into any operating environment, handles unique 802.11 security and encryption
situations, and is compatible with the industry’s most popular WMS and label design software packages.
Visit our website for more information on the RL4 and let us redefine your expectations for rugged.
Call +65-6505-2250, email aspac@datamax-oneil.com or visit us at www.datamax-oneil.com
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The Line-Up

Correspondents and contributors
Liam Casey

Global Entrepreneur
Casey is founder and CEO of PCH
International. His vision for PCH has
dramatically shortened the time-to-market
for accessories to electronics products from
several of the world’s leading electronics
brands. Casey developed a unique endto-end integrated supply chain solution,
including product design through to a
fulfillment business that offers customers
the longest global reach with the leanest
supply chain inventories. PCH reported
revenues of $152.6m in 2009, and 2010
revenues of $413m.
Dialogue - p26

Santosh Kumar and Ravi Kumar
Pharma and Logistics Leaders

supply chains are seriously out of step in
increasingly volatile operating environments
for global companies.
Strategy - p43

Ishan Palit
Lead Auditor

Palit is CEO of TÜV SÜD Asia Pacific. He
joined the group as general manager for
Indian Operations in 1994 where he trained
to become a lead auditor for ISO 9000, QS
9000 & TS 16949 management system
certification. Inside he argues that an
increasingly social conscious world means
companies need to focus more on supply
chain integrity.
Risk Management - p49

Sam Chambers

Specialist Reporter and Writer

Santosh Kumar works with Mahindra
Satyan where he is a competency leader for
logistics services. He has worked in logistics
for more than a decade and a half, 12 years
of which were with Indian logistics giant,
Gati. Ravi Kumar is head of supply chain
operations with Intas Pharmaceuticals, a
major Indian pharma manufacturer. He
is a specialist in cold chain management,
distribution channel design and supply
chain management.
India - p21

Chambers is a former east Asia editor of
Lloyd’s List and co-author of the book Oil on
Water. He is Supply Chain Asia magazine’s
China correspondent. This issue he looks
at the continuing expansion of intra-Asia
trades and the services and assets to
support growing regional economic ties
and activities.
Maritime - p16

Louis Tremblay

Based in Singapore, Wright is a senior
director of Accenture’s supply chain practice
and a recognised thought leader in supply
chain transformation and sustainability.
He joined Accenture in 1997 after five
years with Exxon Mobil Corp. Since joining
Accenture, Wright has worked in the retail,
communications, high-tech, and aerospace
and defence sectors. For Supply Chain Asia
magazine, he discusses how a proactive
procurement function can play a significant
role in the development and growth of
organisations.
Strategy - p36

Supply Chain Leader
Tremblay is a Hong Kong-based supply
chain and operations consultant with more
than 20 years experience in Asia in both
senior management roles in operations
and as a consultant. A partner with Inslo
Consulting, Tremblay is known to bring new
insight and knowledge into supply chain
management to devise effective and at
times unique solutions. For Supply Chain
Asia magazine, he discusses why and how
supply chain management needs to hit the
right balance between people, processes
and tools.
Strategy - p40

John Gattorna

Supply Chain Leader
Gattorna is executive chairman of his
wholly owned advisory company, Gattorna
Alignment Pty Ltd, adjunct professor in
Supply Chain Management at several
universities, and a prolific writer on the topic
of ‘enterprise supply chains’. He is regarded
as one of the world’s foremost supply chain
thought leaders and continues his search
for ways to design more ‘dynamic’ supply
chain configurations. For Supply Chain
Asia magazine, he argues that conventional
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Jonathan Wright
Supply Chain Leader

Catherine Truel

International Trade Analyst
Truel is founder of International Trade
Instrument, Europe correspondent of
Supply Chain Asia magazine and author of
the Customs Risk volume of the Short Guide
series from Gower. Inside she answers
your queries on customs regulation and
compliance.
Customs - p61

TC Malhotra

Specialist Reporter
Malhotra is a New Delhi-based professional
journalist with close to three decades of
experience covering the oil and gas, supply

chain, transport and logistics sectors. He is
Supply Chain Asia magazine’s New Dehli
correspondent. Inside he looks at new
developments in India’s air cargo sector.
Air Cargo - p11

Shirish Nadkarni

Specialist Reporter and Writer
Based in Mumbai, Nadkarni is one of
India’s most respected business writers.
He has over two decades of experience in
shipping journalism, of which 17 years were
as the Indian sub-continent correspondent
for Lloyd’s List. Here he looks at recent
developments in India’s logistics sector,
including the expansion of some local
logistics companies overseas.
India - p24

Chew Wai Yee

Specialist Reporter and Writer
A former deputy editor of Lloyd’s FTB
Asia and southeast Asia correspondent for
Lloyd’s List, Chew has more than a decade
of experience reporting on the supply
chain and logistics industry in Singapore,
Malaysia and other parts of the sub-region.
Inside she discusses the ongoing expansion
of Singapore’s air cargo sector.
Singapore - p32

Paul Lim

Supply Chain Leader
President of Supply Chain Asia, Lim spends
his time building new parts to the regional
community for supply chain professionals as
well as deepening existing aspects. Based
in Singapore, he has extensive experience
and connections in the regional and global
supply chain and logistics scene.
President’s Message – p4

Owen Cleaver

Researcher and Writer
Cleaver has studied and worked in both
Asia and the US and is currently based
in Boston. He is an honours graduate of
Northeastern University’s competitive fiveyear International Business and Supply
Chain Management programme.
Materials Handling - p52

Turloch Mooney

Specialist Supply Chain and Logistics Editor
Based in Shanghai, Mooney is a mandarin
Chinese speaker with more than a decade
and a half of experience covering the
international trade, logistics and supply
chain industry. He holds a Master’s degree
with specialisation in International Law.
This issue he talks to Liam Casey about his
new disruptive global supply chain model.
Dialogue - p26

developments

Kuehne + Nagel launches own-brand
trucking services in China and India
By Turloch Mooney
Kuehne + Nagel is entering domestic
market business in China and India
more aggressively with the launch of
road logistics services in both countries.
The global logistics service provider has
launched an LTL trucking service using
K+N branded trucks between major
coastal belt cities in China as it opens new
offices and warehouse locations across
the country. K+N also launched LTL and
cold chain services in India following the
purchase of a small Delhi-based operator
with 50 trucks.
“China and India are where we have
and will continue to have our biggest
growth. We are entering domestic market
business more aggressively and are putting
in place road logistics services,” regional
director Andy Weber told Supply Chain

Asia magazine.
The company would continue its assetlight strategy in both markets, Weber said:
“We will continue to put our IT system over
reputable trucking operations and manage
and facilitate the cargo flows. Because
situations change so quickly in these
markets, our preference is also to rent and
manage warehouse space.”
Kuehne + Nagel employs 3,000 people
in 40 locations in China and will add 15
more offices inland by 2015. The company
has just under 1,000 staff in India in
around 50 locations. Retail, automotive
and hi-tech are its fastest growing verticals
in China.
“We will not engage in domestic
business with no value add. We provide
first class road logistics services for clients

Unilever creates capex alliance to
support supply chain
By Turloch Mooney
Unilever announced a global alliance with
Jacobs Engineering Group for engineering
services to support its manufacturing sites
around the world. Managed out of Singapore, the alliance is also aimed at improving delivery of new manufacturing sites by
addressing all aspects of cost, speed to
market and operations, Unilever said.
“This is about reinforcing our technical
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management capabilities with one of the
best companies in the world,” said Pier
Luigi Sigismondi, Unilever’s chief supply
chain officer. “It is another example of
Unilever building a business model focused
on long term value creation and not only in
opportunistic short term cost savings.”
Unilever has around 250 manufacturing
sites around the world and is expanding

who need reliable scheduling and visibility.
There is obviously a big demand for this in
sectors such as automotive where breaks
in production are costly.”
According to Weber there is growing
demand among Chinese and other Asian
clients for more sophisticated supply
chain services from logistics service
providers. “We see Asian customers
shifting from ‘transactional’ to ‘end-toend’ solutions. They want more visibility
and they want more reliability and the
option to ensure the cargo gets shipped
at the right time.”
While China and India are the biggest
growth drivers for the company in Asia,
business is also expanding in other
markets such as Australia, Japan and
Malaysia. The company recently acquired
Cooltainer, a New Zealand-based cold
chain specialist.
Asia (APAC) contributed 27 percent
to group EBIT last year, 64 percent
(1.9m teu) of total container volume and
53 percent (504,000 tons) of airfreight
volume. APAC EBIT growth was 27
percent in Q1 of this year.

aggressively. It expects up to 75 percent of
its growth to come from emerging markets
over the coming years.
According to a statement from the
company, the alliance will support supply
chain teams to deliver increased speed to
market, and develop engineering designs
that reduce carbon, water and waste
footprints across its manufacturing sites.
The announcement follows the creation
of the Unilever Engineering Services (UEnS)
organisation based in Singapore, which
supports challenges of scale up and speedy
delivery of major capex projects around
the world. UEnS includes an engineering
hub in Mumbai and several delivery teams
located around the world.

developments

Indian federal government to triple
handling capacity of ports
By TC Malhotra
India’s federal government plans to raise
the total cargo handling capacity of the
country’s ports from the current 1bn
tonnes to 3.2bn by 2020. At a function
at Ennore port to mark the reaching of the
1bn capacity mark by the nation’s ports,
minister for shipping GK Vasan said 22
public-private partnership projects with
a total value of Rs.61.72bn ($1.37bn)
had been awarded over the past year and
a half.
Ennore port is located in the southern
state of Tamil Nadu. It was originally started

as an oil handling facility but now handles
a range of commodities. Vasan said the
cargo handling capacity of Ennore Port
would expand to 30mt from the current
15mt within a couple of years, and to 90mt
by 2020.
Tuticorin port, meanwhile, which is
located in the Gulf of Mannar, 540km
southwest of Chennai, is likely to triple
its cargo handling capacity to 71mt by
2020.
The federal government is to establish
a central regulator for the ports sector.

Government sources said the proposal is
part of the Indian Ports Bill that is to be
presented at the next session of parliament.
The Bill proposes to replace the Indian
Ports Act of 1908 and the Major Ports
Act of 1963 so that the laws meet current
operational requirements for the ports
sector.
It is understood the Bill calls for the
set-up of one central regulator – mainly for
major ports – and a separate regulator for
all maritime states.
Under current regulation all major
ports controlled by the Indian federal
government are governed by a set of rules,
while minor or non-major ports are under
the administrative jurisdiction of the state
governments. While the major ports are
governed by an administered tariff regime,
non-major ports are free to fix their own
charges.
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air cargo

Kunming
shops for
airport
investors
By Sam Chambers
The New Kunming Airport in
southwest China’s Yunnan
Province is seeking potential
investors on the air cargo
side. The whole airport project
is set to cost RMB20.3bn
($3.15bn). Two runways
are being built as well as
an 114,759sq m logistics
centre and terminals for both
domestic and international
cargo. The project is due for
completion by the end of
the year. The designed cargo
capacity of the new airport is
1.3m tons a year, with plans to
boost that to 2.3m tons.
Investors will cooperate
with Yunnan Airport Logistics,
the authorised cargo operator
in the new airport.
“The aim of the project is
to build a complete logistics
centre that will combine
warehouse, transit, distribution
and high value-added services.
While air cargo is the primary
component, railway and land
transportation add to the transit
advantages and will help to
build New Kunming Airport into
a logistics hub for Southeast
Asia,” said an official from
Yunnan Airport Group.
Work has begun on the
Chinese section of the KunmingSingapore high-speed railway,
which is intended to enable
fast cargo transport between
the countries of Southeast Asia
and China.
The 420km China-Laos

section starts in Kunming and
terminates in Vientiane.
Construction of a railway
logistics centre has already
begun at the border town of
Mohan. Given the mountainous terrain in Laos, the line
will require 165 bridges and
69 tunnels.
The Kunming-Singapore
high-speed railway, with total
lines measuring 4,800km,
is expected to be operational
in 2020, five years behind
schedule, due to several
constraints including lack of
funds. Travelling time from
Kunming to Singapore will take
10 hours 15 minutes.

FedEx
launches
IndiaChina cargo
service; DHL
pledges more
investment in
India FTWZs

this year compared to $42.42bn
in 2009-2010, Hinedi said in
the statement.
The flight will provide
significant service enhancement
for customers in India and other
regions in Asia, including nextbusiness day document service
from Asia to select postal codes
in Mumbai.
FedEx Express began
serving India in 1984 through
an alliance with a Global Service
Participant, before entering the
market independently as FedEx
in 1997. It operates 31 weekly
flights including 15 flights from
Delhi, 11 from Mumbai and
five from Bangalore.
Meanwhile, DHL Global
Forwarding, the freight division
of global logistics player DHL,
said it plans to set up facilities

in five free trade warehousing
zones (FTWZ) in India by 2013.
These will be in addition to the
$10m facility in the country’s
first FTWZ in the southern
Indian city of Chennai.
DHL Global Forwarding,
South Asia Pacific CEO,
Amadou Diallo, said it would
set up facilities in five FTWZs
here in next two to three years
to cater to the growing need of
the trade as well as expand the
company’s footprint.
The value of the investment was not revealed. DHL
Global Forwarding has so far
invested around $315m in
India, Diallo said, adding that
the company is also eyeing
public-private partnership
projects in the logistics space
in the country.

By TC Malhotra
FedEx Express launched a
direct cargo service from India
to China with a new dedicated
five-times-a-week link from
Mumbai and New Delhi with
its Baiyun International Airport
hub in Guangzhou. The service
will carry 160 tons of express
cargo per week, according to
Mr. Taarek Hinedi, managing
director of India Operations,
FedEx Express.
China is India’s largest
trading partner with bilateral
trade expected to cross $60bn
Supply Chain Asia July/August 2011
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Beyond the box
We go beyond the box in every sense.
Just as a fisherman travels great lengths to
catch his haul, our service extends deeper
than most are willing to reach. Going beyond
reliability and efficiency, we develop a genuine
understanding of our clients’ needs and then
meet them with professionalism, flexibility
and care. With over 35 years of experience,
we are able to provide customised solutions
for any requirement. Our service goes above
the rest, you go beyond the best.

Hong Kong Air Cargo Terminals Limited
www.hactl.com

wards
10th Anniversary Supply Chain Asia Logistics Awards
December 1, Shanghai Marriott Hotel City Centre

Co-Primary Sponsor
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Daning River

Shennong
Stream

大宁河

神农架
Fengjie Wushan

Jlaling River
嘉陵江

奉节

Yuyang 酉阳

Wanxian 万县
Shibaozhai 石宝寨
Zhongxian 忠县

Dazu

巫山

Baidi City
白帝城

Zigui Xingshan 兴山

Wuhan 武汉

秭归

Three Gorges Dam 三峡大坝
Badong
巴东

Gezhouba Dam 葛洲坝

Yichang 宜昌

Fengdu 丰都

Jingzhou 荆州

大足

Fuling 涪陵

Chongqing 重庆

Sinotrans signed a co-operation framework agreement with Chongqing to develop the Yangtze's
upper reaches

Yueyang 岳阳

Sinotrans signed a cooperation framework agreement with Chongqing to develop the Yangtze’s upper reaches

Yangtze focus
for merged
Sinotrans
By Sam Chambers
The merger between China’s
top logistics player and its
most established river operator
is looking to firm up its grip on
China’s fastest growing cargo
catchment area, the Yangtze
river. Sinotrans Changjiang
Shipping Co is already the best
placed player on the world’s
third longest waterway, but it
is now looking to cement that
position by opening a further
ten branch and 36 subsidiary
offices along the length of the
mighty river.
“It is well known that the
Yangtze River has become the
top place in the world for inland
river transportation and cargo
volumes keep increasing. We
have great advantages in water
transportation in this region as
we have been engaged in it for
a long time. We have a large
network and strong handling
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experience,” said an official
from Sinotrans-CSC.
“Some of the cities
along the Yangtze, such
as Chongqing and Wuhan,
are developing very quickly
with many big international
manufacturers building their
factories here. This will bring
a lot of business to us,” the
spokesman added.

Restructuring Nanjing port
The president of the merged
firm, Zhang Jianwei, said,
“The company will integrate
other Yangtze river relevant
businesses into Sinotrans
Changjiang including some
logistics companies and freight
forwarders in Wuhan and
Chongqing.”
Sinotrans-CSC triumphed
over COSCO and inked a
cooperation agreement with
Nanjing port for the restructuring
of the port. The company then
signed a cooperation framework
agreement with Chongqing to
develop the upper reaches of
the river.
Compared with other
shipping companies, “we

Supply Chain Asia July/August 2011

have a comprehensive network
for river, sea, air and road
transportation, which ensures
we can provide more and better
services to our clients. We will
strengthen our cooperation with
those inland ports to better
develop the Yangtze river,” the
official said.
Last year, cargo volumes
along the Yangtze were the
fastest growing in the People’s
Republic, jumping in excess
of 20 percent over 2009
figures.

Grand China
to start
Australian
service
Grand China Shipping is going
to add a new route connecting
China to Australia. The loop
will use five 1,700 teu ships,
connecting Ningbo, Shanghai
a n d S h e k o u t o S y d n e y,
Melbourne and Brisbane. The
first sailing went from Ningbo
on 12 June.

“This is our first shipping
route to Australia and on
May 12 our new shipping
line to Long Beach in the US
successfully arrived,” said
a spokesperson from Grand
China Shipping. “We are still
planning new routes to the
Middle East and Europe this
year, but no exact dates have
been set.”
Grand China Shipping is a
subsidiary of HNA Group, which
owns Hainan Airlines, the
largest private airline company
in China. Grand China Shipping
now has 23 owned ships with a
combined capacity of 37,000
teu.
Established in 2008, the
shipping firm has ambitious
container goals. “We are
looking to be in the top 20 of
the liner industry by 2015 and
planning to expand the fleet to
70 vessels in five years, with a
total capacity of 240,000 teu.
The strategy department is
planning to order vessels with
capacity of between 3,000
and 6,000 teu,” said Gary
Luo, the conglomerate’s vice
president.
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Larger ships go on box
shipping’s most resilient trade
By Sam Chambers

I

ntra-Asia trades tend to be at the behest
of their main east-west counterparts
when it comes to tonnage requirements.
With the advent of the super post panamax
containership there has been a natural
cascade of ships falling down from Asia –
Europe and the transpacific to the regional
trades. Whereas intra-Asia has typically
seen 1,000 to 2,000 teu class vessels plying these congested routes, the sizes have
now more than doubled to 4,000 teu.
This trend is only set to grow as record
deliveries of ultra large containerships
hit the oceans this year and next. French
analysts point out that 860,000 teu of
newbuilds in excess of 7,500 teu are set to
join the fleet this year, accounting for about
63 percent of all new slots due for delivery
in 2011. Most of the largest ships hit the
Asia-Europe trades, while the transpacific
absorbs the next tier down and intra-Asia
takes most of the sub-5,000 teu tonnage.
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Moreover, the orderbook shows 59
mega ships of 10,000 teu or above for
delivery in 2012.
”Bigger is better if you can fill the
ship,” Randy Chen, special assistant to the
president at Taiwan-based Wan Hai Lines
said at a high level maritime conference in
Singapore this April.
The problem for containerlines is that
the east-west trades, especially AsiaEurope, have seen rates plunge this year
to a loss making below $1,000 per box.
Janet Lewis, an analyst for Macquarie
Equity Research in Hong Kong, wrote in a
report at the end of May: “The sharp rise
in deliveries of ultra large container ships
(ULCS) appears to be a factor in the weak
performance of rates on the Asia-Europe
route. This suggests that rates on the AsiaEurope route could remain weak in 2012,
when deliveries of ULCS are likely to peak
in the near term.”

APL Logistics.
For award-winning
service and innovation.
• 2009 Gold Medal Award for Global Logistics
Services in Consolidation – NIKE, Inc.
• Five Time Top Gun Winner – The Kellogg Company
• Best Logistics Par tner – NETGEAR, Inc.
It’s great to be recognized by our customers and industry peers for
just doing our job.
In fact, solving complex supply chain solutions is all in a day’s work
for us. Whether you require a comprehensive integrated solution or
individual logistics components, we have the resources and exper tise
to deliver.
While awards are nice, it’s our customers we have to thank for
inspiring us to constantly innovate and create more flexible, scalable
and ground-breaking supply chain solutions.
Visit www.apllogistics.com for a full listing of our awards, and discover
why our customers consider us to be their award-winning partner.

Origin and Destination Logistics Services in 260 Locations Worldwide
Innovative IT Solutions for Maximum Supply Chain Visibility and Control
Scalable and Flexible Solutions to Meet Your Needs
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“

We’re looking at a scenario where there will be too much capacity on the Asia to Europe trades, and too little
for intra-Asia, and even, possibly, for trans-Pacific routes.

”

Janet Lewis, Macquarie Equity Research

Queue intra-Asia. ”I don’t fully support
the notion bigger size is necessarily better.
It depends on your shipping network,”
Eng Aik Meng, president of APL, a unit of
Singapore’s Neptune Orient Lines, said at
the same event.
The Macquarie report cites the move
by Wan Hai Lines and Pacific International
Lines to suspend one of their joint AsiaEurope services starting late June, with
the intention of deploying the capacity
elsewhere. Orient Overseas Container
Lines (OOCL), the Hong Kong-based
carrier, increased its volume on intraAsia routes to 50 percent of total volume
in 2010, compared with 47 percent in
2009.
“We’re looking at a scenario where
there will be too much capacity on the Asia
to Europe trades, and too little for intra-

Asia, and even, possibly, for trans-Pacific
routes,” Lewis wrote.

Consistent flow patterns
Intra-Asia has tended to be the most resilient
in previous downturns. In boom times its
profit margin is the most threadbare due to
the competition. Now the major lines are
focusing hard on intra-Asia as other areas
nosedive.
Intra-Asia operators report high singledigit growth on the trade this year fuelled by
regional free-trade agreements such as last
year’s China-ASEAN agreement and Asia’s
fast growing consumer demand. Britain’s
Box Trade Intelligence (BTI) maintains that
intra-Asia trade volumes grew by 15 percent
year-on-year in 2010, after a 3.1 percent
decline in 2009. BTI said it expected
volumes to jump by 7 percent in 2011 and

by 5 percent in 2012 to crack 22m teu,
of which Chinese exports will account 35
percent of the trade.
BTI notes: “A very interesting aspect
of the intra-Asia trade is that it produces
very consistent flow patterns almost absent
of the seasonality that many other trades
experience.”
One of the major problems that the rise
in ship size has created is in the requisite
terminal infrastructure: “Expansion of port
terminals is very important, especially in
Indonesia, Malaysia and the Philippines.
I would urge our terminal operators in
Southeast Asia to improve their facilities
as soon as possible,” Evergreen Marine’s
Bronson Hsieh president said at a recent
conference.
“Asian trades have a brighter future
than Europe or the US,” he concluded.

Poor infrastructure continues to hamper growth
in newly emerging markets: Agility Asia CEO

O

ne firm with an ever increasing focus on intra-Asia
trades is Agility. “We are seeing greater integration of
Asian economies and a deepening and diversifying of
the regional economy,” Hans Hickler, CEO, Asia Pacific for the
logistics outfit told Supply Chain Asia magazine.
“China is consuming products and raw materials from ASEAN
countries. The major change is that many of the components
shipped between ASEAN countries used to be assembled
in China for re-export to Europe or North America. Now an
increasing percentage of finished products are destined for
China and ASEAN.”
The main bottlenecks continue in emerging economies
such as Vietnam and India and this is impacting export
manufacturing industries and future FDI. “Airport, road, rail and
port infrastructure capacity continues to lag behind demand,”
says Hickler.
However, Agility sees cross-border regulations as being one
major hurdle to improving supply chain efficiency. Agility has
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been involved in initiatives that see the private sector working
with governments to try and overcome hurdles and streamline
bureaucracy.
Agility is active in ASEAN cross-border trucking to provide
road-sea and road-air alternatives to address capacity bottlenecks
in sea and air. Cross-border trucking volumes are growing
dramatically as demand for door-to-door services increase, the
company says.
“The road network is providing a vital artery for manufacturers
looking for access to Asian economies who want to avoid the
bottlenecks at ports and airports,” suggests Hickler.
In addition, many industries in Vietnam, especially producers
of products for export, continue to rely on imported materials or
spare parts. There is a need for stronger support industries in
Vietnam. According to Hicker, an increase in support industries
would improve domestic competitive capacity, add value to local
products, and is, overall, an essential requirement to boost the
competitiveness of Vietnam.
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The future of pharma
in India
With the highest number of USFDA-certified installations
outside of the US, India is a major global destination for low
cost pharmaceuticals manufacturing. Ravi Kumar (far left) and
Santosh Kumar look at how the industry and its supply chain
processes are evolving

T

ogether with automobiles, real estate and infrastructure,
retail, and information technology, pharmaceuticals is one of
the industries that India has decided to focus on for growth.
India has the highest number of USFDA-certified installations
outside of the US and is a major global destination for low cost
pharma manufacturing without compromise on regulatory and
quality requirements.
Requirements such as a well developed regulatory environment
and high level of technical competency creates a high barrier
to entry in pharma manufacuturing. This makes it of particular
strategic importance to the overall economy. Factors such as the
perception of pharma being an inflation- and recession-proof
industry add further to its importance.
Global pharma companies look to India as a potential driver of
increased competitiveness due to its potential to lower production
costs while at the same time assuring technical competencey
and quality. Several pharma giants have established India as
manufacturing hub for all supplies to Asia and Africa.
For local manufacturers, this has provided opportunities
to scale up production capacity as well as technological and
intellectual capabilities while working with multinationals. The
focus on India as a destination for low cost pharma manufacturing
helps an increasing number of local manufacturers to win approvals
from industry regulatory bodies such as USFDA, MHRA, ANVISA,
and so on.
One consequence of the ongoing expansion of the industry in
the country has been Indian pharma companies' upgrading from
simply API contract manufacturers to holding their own marketing
authorisations for various parts of the world. India ranks second in
the number of ANDA’s (Abbreviated New Drug Application) filed in
the US and is likely in a similar position in Europe. Many Indian
companies have established subsidiary operations in the US and
the EU through which they deal in the retail sectors and participate
in government tenders for health scheme products.

Kolkota

Mumbai

INDIAN
OCEAN
INDIAN
OCEAN

•

Major manufacturing locations
1. Baddi, Himachal Pradesh
2. Dehradun, Uttarakhand
3. Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh
4. Vishakapatnam, Andhra Pradesh
5. Ahmedabad, Gujarat
6. Sikkim

Major consumption states
1. Maharashtra
2. Uttar Pradesh
3. Andhra Pradesh
4. Tamil Nadu
5. Bihar
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Process and IT systems
Pharmaceuticals is a process-oriented industry with very good
standard operating procedures bound by an organised regulatory
environment. Manpower in the industry is generally highly qualified
in their particular domains and their experience and knowledge
commands respect.
Many supply chain best practices have originated in the
pharma industry and these have been adopted in other processoriented industries with certain modifications. Sales & Operations
Planning (S&OP), Operations Review Meeting (ORM), Rough
Cut Capacity Planning (RCCP), Material Requirement Planning
(MRP) and Master Production Schedule (MPS), are supply chain
management functions the genesis of which are widely attributed
to the pharma industry.
IT systems play a key role in pharma supply chains. ERP
systems, in particular, have assisted the industry to integrate
operations and provide better process visilbity. ERP has also helped
with the maintenance of data integrity and provides the required
consistency to the customer as well as regulatory bodies who regard
it as a major requirement.

Many of the manufacturing and packaging systems in pharma
consist of high-end, complex machines that ensure the quality of
the product and its packaging is not compromised at any stage
of manufacturing. All machines are validated, with daily or even
hourly changeovers. In some cases packaging changover times can
be longer than the packaging time itself. In contract manufacturing
agreements with clients in the EU, a typical requirement of packing
the same product in multiple liveries arises due to the need to
present packs in native languages duly incorporating respective
Ministry of Health requirements.

Distribution of pharma products
India’s domestic pharma market is characterised by its diversity
and size. Captive domestic consumption is so high that many
pharma companies can survive by simply catering to domestic
market needs.
The domestic market has an annual turnover of around
$11.5bn with a CAGR in the high double digits. Distribution
is normally organised through regional distribution centres and
state-specified clearing & forwarding agents to wholesalers.

Distribution structure in India pre-GST implementation

Flow of Material Based on Consumption

DISTRIBUTORS:
2,000+

cFAS: 33

Vendors

Material
warehouse

manufacturing

rdcs: 2

Flow of Consumption data
Inventory
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without much value add or specific
The Indian government recently
pharma expertise. Nowadays,
initiated the process to apply GST
The Indian government recently initiated however, many LSPs provide tailored
(goods and service tax) to pharma
services to the pharma industry
products instead of VAT. This will
the process to apply GST (goods and service
such as packaging and guaranteed
provide a single national point of
tax) to pharma products instead of VAT.
cold chain. LSPs are investing in
taxation to manufacturers which will
better understanding the industry
allow for a more rational planning
This will provide a single national point of
and creating specific solutions to
of logistics that is unconstrained
taxation to manufacturers which will allow
differentiate themselves.
by requirements at individual state
A host of international and
level and by state boundaries.
for a more rational planning of logistics
domestic logistics companies have
Unlike many other markets,
unconstrained by requirements at individual
pharma as a focus area. Companies
doctors in India can prescribe the
such as DHL/Blue Dart, FedEx,
brand of the drug to the patient rather
state level and by state boundaries.
Kuehne + Nagel, Schenker and UPS
than just the generic medicine. This
are attempting to bring international
in effect makes doctors the end
expertise in dealing with pharma products in freight forwarding
customer while patients are the end consumer.
and express logistics. Services for very time-sensitive products,
Despite the size of the market, there are many players and
such as vaccines, are being introduced.
competition is tight. The market is highly fragmented with the
Domestic players are also improving services to better compete.
largest player controlling only about six percent. Currently,
Increasingly, speciality pharma logistics providers – such as Zuellig
multinational companies such as Pfizer, Uni Sankyo, GSK,
Pharma – are setting up base and exploring the Indian market and
Abbott, Teva, Wyeth, Sanofi Aventis, and others, are working
we strongly believe this is a trend that is set to continue.
out relationships with Indian manufacturers to serve the market
With the aforementioned introduction of GST over VAT on
through joint ventures, acquisitions or supply agreements.
pharma products, distribution structures are set for a major
The domestic distribution and international movement of
overhaul. Pharma companies – together with FMCG and other
pharma products is challenging. Client requirements are often
manufacturing organisations – will be able to remove state
market driven. If demand planning is not accurate and/or the
boundaries from their logistics and warehousing strategies and
market unpredictable, products need to be sent by air which
focus more on cost efficiency and customer satisfaction. This is a
increases distribution cost. Better market predictability and
major opportunity for logistics players with an interest in the area
demand planning allows for ocean or surface shipments.
and many have already started to set up logistics parks and increase
Maintaining correct product temperature through distribution
network reach into interior areas in anticipation of the change.
is clearly a challenge in a country where temperatures routinely
India’s pharmaceutical manufacuting sector is poised for major
exceed 30 and even 40 degrees celsius. While the additional time
growth with many products going off patent in the next few years.
required for surface and/or ocean shipments is additional time
As domestic market sales in India and neighbouring emerging
that the temperature needs to be controlled, temperature control
economies continues to expand, the day may be approaching
in air cargo shipments can be equally challenging due to modal
when global players move regional corporate and supply chain
changes and the possibility that the cargo will be exposed during
management functions to where the action in production and sales
transhipment.
growth is already.
Bunching of orders towards the end of the month is another
challenge for pharma logistics in India. Similar to retail and
FMCG, around 50 percent of monthly pharma distribution
Santosh Kumar is lead consultant in logistics with Mahindra Satyam
volumes tend to come in towards the end of the month. The high
in Hyderabad. Ravi Kumar is based in Ahmedabad where he is head
concentration of month end deliveries increases the chances of
of supply chain with Intas Pharmaceuticals
returns from wholesalers (which need to be reimbursed at 100
percent, including products passed expiry by up to six months).
Unlike many other markets, in India doctors can
Some companies are attempting to introduce new inventory
replenishment models with the aim of spreading sales evenly over
prescribe the brand of the product to the patient
the course of the month.

“

”

“

Logistics service providers in pharma
Up to not so long ago, the normal practice was that logistics service
providers (LSPs) provided logistics services to the pharma industry

rather than just the generic medicine. This in effect
makes doctors the end customers while patients are
the end consumer.

”
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Churn in the
Indian logistics
arena
India’s highly fragmented
logistics sector is booming
like never before, reports
Shirish Nadkarni from
Mumbai

L

ogistics players in India are expanding networks as the market
continues to offer new opportunities for growth. At the same
time, customers are becoming increasingly demanding and
requesting their logistics providers deliver more complete services
package and eek out additional supply chain savings. Clients want
to cut inventories, slash operating costs, reduce airfreight volumes,
increase container utilisation and optimise routes.
“Yet in most companies here, packaging remains a stepchild, even though the potential for cost savings is massive,” said
Erling Johns Nielsen, global head of supply chain development
with Damco, a subsidiary of the A.P. Moller-Maersk group and a
leading global provider of freight forwarding and supply chain
management solutions.
“Very few companies focus on the power of packaging to reduce
costs. They don’t look at the initial unit – the box. Ultimately,
this is what determines the entire set-up of the supply chain and
exemplifies our relentless focus on simplifying complex supply
chains.”
Damco offers clients a state-of-the-art packaging optimisation
service for cargo shipments and claims potential savings in the
range of 10 to 20 percent of the total supply chain cost. The
company teamed up with Buffalo-based independent management
consultancy, Supply Chain Optimizers (SCO), to develop the service.
SCO’s core business is taking waste out of supply chains.
Mergers and acquisitions have been another mode for logistics
players to stamp their stronger presence in the market. Leading
Swiss logistics player M+R Spedag Group recently completed
the acquisition of the 350-employee strong, Chennai-based PL
Shipping & Logistics. The 60-year-old Swiss company, which has
an annual turnover of $500m, became part of the M+R Spedag
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Group in September 2010 and has now been fully acquired for
an undisclosed amount in a tightly negotiated deal. The new
company will be known as M+R Logistics (India) Pvt. Ltd, and the
completion of the merger brings with it a changed logo, corporate
design and group colours. Its long-running slogan – Logistics
Connecting Continents – remains.
“Mergers always pose a great challenge as they involve all
stakeholders,” said Daniel Richner, chief of the Swiss group, who
originally came to India in the late-1990s to appoint a country
agent under the management of Ramkumar Ramachandran who
is now managing director and local partner of M+R Logistics
(India).
“Resistance to change is a factor that must not be underestimated. As both companies have been part of each other’s
success for the past ten years, there was already a strong degree of
identification, resulting in a smooth integration," said Richner.
Ramachandran said the two companies share the common
vision that a solid transportation infrastructure and dependable
logistics services are a pre-requisite for growth in any emerging
market. “We can create added value for the benefit of our
customers, and in turn become part of the growth story,”
he said. “This holds true for East Asia where M+R has been
operating for over 25 years already, as well as for India, where
the former PL Shipping & Logistics has just completed ten years
of existence.”

Investment in hardware
Another global player, Ahlers – a century old group – is expanding
operations in India by opening more offices and investing in more
logistics hardware after registering significant growth over the
course of its seven-year existence in the country.
“We have been active in maritime services, agencies,
forwarding and contract logistics, and we employ over 1,000
people worldwide,” said Christian Leysen, chairman and CEO
of the privately-owned group founded in Antwerp in 1909. “We
offer door-to-door and one-stop-shop transport solutions for our
customers’ containerised, breakbulk and project cargo.”
If foreign companies are looking at acquiring or expanding
Indian assets, the reverse is also true. Mumbai-based Allcargo
Global Logistics is scouting around for acquisitions in the fast
growing logistics markets of India and East Asia. Having taken
equity stakes in two Hong Kong-based logistics firms last year,
the cash-rich Indian outfit is looking at adding strategic fits to its
container load and multi-modal transport operations (MTO).
“In our MTO and LCL segments, we are looking overseas, where
we believe an acquisition would straightaway add to us either in
terms of strategy or market share,” said Allcargo chairman Shashi
Kiran Shetty. “We are looking more at the Far East because that is
where the growth story is. In India, too, we are looking at companies
focused on the same verticals as us.”
Allcargo is a market leader in the LCL segment. The company
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Maruti Suzuki has two plants in the north while Hyundai Motors has a plant near Chennai

raised Rs1bn ($21.92m) in April 2010 through a share sale to
financial institutions for future acquisitions and general capital
expenditure. It is unlikely to need to raise further funds for the
planned buys because it has roughly Rs3.6bn ($79m) in cash
reserves and funds from operations.
“If an acquisition prospect comes with a strategic fit and the
price is right, we can move swiftly,” said the group’s chief financial
officer S. Suryanarayanan.
In October last year, Allcargo acquired, through a subsidiary,
business rights and a controlling stake in a Hong Kong-based firm
engaged in NVOCC (non-vessel owning common carrier) business in
China and other parts of East Asia. It has earmarked roughly $44m
in calendar 2011 to expand capacity across its ports, container
freight and equipment hire businesses. The capital expenditure
is to be funded from internal accruals.
Allcargo currently operates container freight stations (CFSs)
in Mumbai, Chennai and Mundra port, and also has an inland
container depot (ICD) in Indore. It has plans to hike the container
capacity at its Chennai facility from the current 95,000 teu to
120,000 teu.
Shetty said that Allcargo, which gets the majority of its
consolidated revenue from its wholly-owned European unit ECU
Line, expected 2011 revenue to grow at the same rate as it did
in 2010.

“

Allcargo is a market leader in the LCL segment.
The company raised Rs1bn ($21.92m) in April 2010
through a share sale to financial institutions for
future acquisitions and general capital expenditure.
It is unlikely to need to raise further funds for the
planned buys because it has roughly Rs3.6bn ($79m)
in cash reserves and funds from operations.

”

“

West India, specifically Gujarat, is being
looked at as an emerging auto manufacturing hub,
with Tata Motors having a plant for its small car
Nano in the state.

”

Auto logistics
Conyk Cartrack, meanwhile, has upped the ante in the arena
of auto logistics. The company, a joint venture formed last year
between the state-owned Container Corporation of India (Concor)
and Japan’s shipping and auto logistics major, NYK Line, launched
a rail service on the Delhi-Chennai route in April this year
“Cars are being moved in around four to five special containers
on Concor’s rakes (container trains) on the Delhi-Chennai route,”
said a senior Concor official. “This is a service available on
alternate days.”
The Delhi-Chennai route has provided easy connectivity to
the automobile hubs in the country, as well as consumption
points in north and south India. Both regions are major auto
manufacturing hubs, with the country’s largest car manufacturer,
Maruti Suzuki, having two plants in the north, while Hyundai
Motors, the second biggest carmaker in India, has a plant near
Chennai.
Based on the response from clients, Conyk Cartrack said it
may deploy another rake on the west-south route. West India,
specifically Gujarat, is being looked at as an emerging auto
manufacturing hub, with Tata Motors having a plant for its small
car Nano in the state.
Conyk is currently in talks with various auto companies for
contracts to move cars by rail. The company plans to manage the
end-to-end movement of cars and bring in the investment required
for specialised containers and other related infrastructure.
Shirish Nadkarni is the India correspondent of Supply Chain Asia
magazine
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Disruptive innovator
Companies that actively promote and describe themselves as ‘supply chain
management companies’ are still few and far between. Privately held PCH
International is one that does. A disruptive supply chain model that Stanford’s
Hau Lee thinks enough of to join the board of directors resulted in revenue
growth of 170 percent in 2010 to $413m and a line of shrewd investors including
Victor and William Fung and Singapore’s Temasek Holdings. Turloch Mooney
sat down with CEO Liam Casey at the company’s operations centre in Shenzhen
Liam Casey

You have brought in around $30m in new funding
for the company this year – where is the money
going?
We’re looking at acquisitions that will add stickiness
to the business. We cover the full end-to-end supply
chain from concept to design, testing, manufacturing,
packaging, fulfilment and distribution. We’re always
looking at how we can improve competency in each
of the different areas and at unique value-add areas
where we can really differentiate ourselves. Whether
it is an engineering, design and development or
customer service and distribution kind of company,
we’re looking at all areas that can take the business
forward.
The other area we are looking at is increasing
our focus in Silicon Valley in the US. We have just
launched an Accelerator programme there where
we partner with clients to co-develop products and
adding talent in that area is an important objective.
We’re also looking at more facilities here in China.
We don’t own factories here and don’t invest a huge
amount in equipment, but we are going to add more
kitting and fulfillment facilities as we scale up in
China and start to offer domestic solutions on top of
our export solutions.

Why are you such an attractive prospect for
investors at the moment?
It’s a very exciting time in supply chain. There is
phenomenal change and phenomenal opportunity.
We are doing several important things that haven’t
been done before. We take product development,
supply chain management and distribution and add
them all together. We have bolted fulfillment onto
the front of a factory and distribution on to the end
with our recent acquisition of TNS Distribution. This
hasn’t been done at this level before.
In the past, products would have gone by ship
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to Long Beach and then to a warehouse somewhere
from where it would be distributed across America.
You were looking at between six to eight weeks of
inventory sitting in the channel. Today we can take the
product from our production line here in Shenzhen
and get it to a customer in New York or California in
as little as two days.
If you go online to a top website in the US and
order a product, that order comes direct to us. We can
have that order in the box in as little as 15 minutes
from when you actually log on and get it to you within
two to three days.
In supply chain, you often hear the phrase
‘restocking of inventories’. In our business, that term
is history – it’s evil. When you have a two-day supply
chain, you don’t need restocking of inventories.

I know that Hau Lee will soon join your board.
Would you say your supply chain model reflects
his ‘Triple A’ model?
Yes it does. When we started out we were a functionalbased operation. But when we got to about 130
people, we recognised we were too big to be functional
anymore. We became client focused and introduced
our client teams. That was in about 2006.
Our competency wasn’t manufacturing widgets.
The customers came to us looking for something and
if we wanted to work with them, we would go and
find what they were looking for. It could be one type
of product today and something completely different
tomorrow. Organising the business into client teams
gave us the flexibility to handle this kind of business;
it allowed us to align with clients and gave business
the agility and adaptability that it needed.

What kind of products are we talking about?
We design, develop and deliver accessories for
eReaders, smartphones and tablets for many of
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“

In supply
chain, you often
hear the phrase
‘restocking of
inventories’. In
our business, that
term is history
– it’s evil. When
you have a twoday supply chain,
you don’t need
restocking of
inventories.
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the world’s best-known electronics brands. Medical
devices are also a growing business for us. Accessories
are an area where we have developed a competency
because it’s hard for a company that is developing
a device to have the bandwidth to develop all the
accessories as well.
If you walk into a retail store in the US or Europe
and talk to the guys selling the devices, one of the
most important things is what the attach rate is. That
is: ‘I sold one laptop and two USB cables, an extra
power supply, a carry bag’, and so on. We’re working
with some clients at the moment and they have a
300 percent attach rate – that means I buy one
device and I buy three accessories. The accessories
provide margin and that is very important. They can
make more margin on the accessories than they can
on the device itself.
We will do everything – from concept, design,
engineering, testing, manufacturing, quality control,
and packaging right through to distribution and
delivery. We are a single point of contact for the
customer. They care passionately about design and
the brand, so ensuring consistency and managing
the ‘out of box experience’ is an important part of
what we do.
This was a service that the brands didn’t have
access to before. It was being done by third party
companies and the brands recognised they were in
the best position to make the attachments to their
own products.

Tell us about your Accelerator programme.
The Accelerator programme is designed to give select
hardware start-ups a competitive edge by taking a
product from concept to production to market in
the same amount of time that a Fortune 500 leader
could do it. Through a rigorous application process,
we select entrepreneurs with world-class ideas and
offer them our expertise, mentoring and coaching,
and the same services that are offered to Fortune
500 companies.
Our first Accelerator product, LARK, was launched
in the US in May. LARK is an innovative silent waking
system that uses the latest science and technology
to improve sleep patterns and enhance sleep quality
with a personalised sleep coach. We helped to bring
the concept to reality by providing the start-up with
the same services that we would for a major brand.

You regularly work with hundreds of suppliers
here in the Pearl River Delta (PRD); you have been
coming here for many years and spend a lot of your
time here. What are your views on the future of the
PRD as a global manufacturing centre?
The Pearl River Delta used to be a place to make
cheap products. Then it became a cheap place to
make products. When you do what we do, we think
it is the best place to make these products.
In our business, you have raw materials going
in the back end and finished product going out the
front end. We have completely shrunk the front end
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to a couple of days. The back end is more fixed. The
ecosystem of suppliers in the PRD is huge so you’ve
effectively got the back end all around you and then
a great logistics network for the front end. You also
have a skilled, highly trained workforce with a can-do
attitude. If you try to move that to somewhere like
Vietnam, you’re leaving your ecosystem of suppliers
behind and fulfillment is more difficult.
In our business, time is the number one currency.
Dollar is second. If one of our clients misses a
launch date, it takes points off the share price. So
you have to be very careful with that. Our customers
are passionate about design; they are passionate
about their brand, and they are passionate about
the consumer experience. They need quality services
to support what they do. We’re not talking about
producing widgets here; we’re talking about complex
electronics and the accessories that complement
them.
Shenzhen is a very misunderstood place. There’s
great opportunity here with the right attitude. I speak
at Shenzhen University and the first question I often
ask is: ‘Who here is from Shenzhen?’ and everyone’s
hand goes up. Then I ask who was born in Shenzhen
and no hands go up. We are all the same – everybody
comes here unsupervised from somewhere else
looking for something different. There’s an amazing
‘can-do’ attitude and fighter instinct, and to me that
makes it a very unique place.

How good are the ancillary services for the
business here, such as supply chain finance?

“

The Pearl
River Delta used
to be a place
to make cheap
products. Then it
became a cheap
place to make
products. When
you do what we
do, we think it
is the best place
to make these
products.

”
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The Chinese banks such as China Merchants Bank
are the ones driving improvement in supply chain
finance. They understand China and know where
to look for risk in the supply chain. They are also
learning rapidly about global business systems.
One of the things we’ve done is establish an
operation that enables us to package and attach
a brand name to the item at or very near the point
of production. That creates huge value and also
minimises risk. The other thing we’ve done is reduce
transaction time dramatically, which also reduces
risk.
Most banks don’t offer trade finance products
that recognise this. They still offer antiquated trade
products, like letters of credit, designed for old
supply chain models involving a lot of money, long
delivery times and a lot of risk. When your supply
chain requires less working capital to make a product,
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has no inventory, very fast transit times and great
visibility, risk is dramatically reduced. Chinese banks
understand this. Western banks need to catch up and
develop new trade finance products to stay relevant
and adapt in today’s market.

I know that you have also been vocal on the ways
that better supply chain processes can help the
environment. Could you elaborate on that for us?
We apply a ‘triple bottom line’ concept to business.
The three bottom lines are social, environmental
and economic – or People, Planet and Profit – and
transparency and accountability in these three areas
are crucial for long-term success. Applying this
concept helps companies achieve successful and
sustainable business models.
People are the most important aspect of any
business. Respecting people, building personal
relationships and treating people well is crucial in
attracting and retaining top talent and inspiring best
performance. The most successful companies enforce
fair and beneficial labour practices, do not tolerate
exploitation of workers, and enrich the community in
which they operate.
In our organisation we have a diverse range
of nationalities but just one culture built around
a shared set of values – passion, integrity and
teamwork. These values and a clear purpose of
developing partnerships, delivering peace of mind
helps drive the other two bottom lines.
Setting high standards for environmental
performance is crucial, particularly in China where
the majority of products are manufactured. We have
the ability to have a huge impact on the environment.
We can influence so many parts of the supply chain
– the raw materials used, the packaging materials
used, the manufacturing process, and so on. We can
influence forecasting and the volumes of items that
are produced and so minimise waste.
We are in a position to reduce the energy
consumption of the factories. We want to be able to
evaluate their energy consumption and show them
how they can do better – with better equipment and
better manufacturing models.
In today’s world it’s not enough to focus on
profits alone. We stand between a production work
line in Shenzhen and big brand western companies
and it is part of our responsibility to partner with our
customers to understand what is going right and what
is going wrong.
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country Focus – SINGAPORE

Double prosperity for Singapore
air cargo

A boom in high value manufacturing is one of the factors contributing
to air cargo throughput growth at Changi in Singapore, which is aiming
for an auspicious throughput volume number this year

By Chew Wai Yee

A

iming for double prosperity
in 2011, Changi Airport in
Singapore hopes to celebrate
its 30th anniversary this year with 3-4
percent growth in cargo throughput.
This would bring its volume to an
auspicious 1.88mt – the number ‘eight’
is a symbol of prosperity in Chinese. In
the first four months of the year, total cargo volume handled by
Changi recorded a year-on-year growth of 3.7 percent.
“If we can continue this growth trend of 3-4 percent, we’re
looking at around 1.88mt this year,” says Albert Lim, vice president, cargo/logistics development, Changi Airport Group (CAG). The
airport’s next target is to hit its all-time high of 1.91mt by the end
of 2012. Changi last achieved this peak volume in 2006.
Changi celebrates 30 years in the air cargo industry this year
with numerous accolades as the best airport in Asia, reputed for
its efficiency and connectivity. To remain nimble and competitive,
the airport was corporatised in 2009 following the formation of
CAG to manage and operate it, while the Civil Aviation Authority
of Singapore (CAAS) continues to be the industry regulator.
Last year, total airfreight throughput jumped 11 percent from
2009 to 1.81mt, with northeast Asia being the top cargo region

(+16.3 percent), representing 33 percent of Changi’s total tonnage
handled last year. The Americas came in second with a growth of
10.4% from 2009. Within north Asia, China (+53.5%) and Hong
Kong (+36.0%) in particular were key markets that drove Changi’s
total airfreight growth in 2010.
In terms of single markets, the top cargo market for Singapore
last year was the US (see figure), but it has been overtaken by
China, having recorded 10 percent growth from January to April
this year over 2009. “This underlines the strong Intra-Asia growth
that we’re seeing in the region,” notes Lim.

Manufacturing strength

Underpinning the positive figures last year was the general global
economic recovery and a rebounding manufacturing sector. Total
manufacturing output in Singapore last year stood at S$270bn
($218bn), 89 percent of Singapore’s GDP.
“Singapore is still very committed to manufacturing as a
key component of our economy,” says Kelvin Wong, Singapore
Economic Development Board’s (EDB) executive director for
Logistics.
Recognising the cost pressures the Republic faces in
terms of land and wages, Singapore has shifted towards more
technology-intensive, intellectual property-sensitive and complex
manufacturing activities – “jobs that companies
Changi’s top ten air cargo markets
are willing to pay for because they value the IP
protection and the skills,” says Wong.
Tonnage
Tonnage
YoY
Rank
City
Region
Capitalising on its manufacturing strength,
2010
2009
%Δ
Singapore is hoping to differentiate itself in
1 (1)
United States
AMR
207,152
187,828
10%
different logistics areas such as in the biomedical,
2 (3)
China
NEA
206,321
134,425
53%
aerospace, and oil and gas supply chains. Herbert
3 (4)
Hong Kong
NEA
172,590
126,874
36%
Vongpusanachai, managing director with DHL
4 (2)
Australia
SWP
161,365
173,025
-7%
Express (Singapore) says price is no longer the only
5 (5)
Indonesia
SEA
121,070
117,838
3%
factor in purchasing decisions for logistics and
6 (7)
Japan
NEA
115,879
99,531
16%
supply chain services, and many customers are
7 (6)
India
SA
114,390
107,173
7%
willing to pay for better service and better access
8 (8)
Germany
EUR
73,381
60,850
21%
to information: “We observe with interest that
9 (9)
Thailand
SEA
69,083
53,926
28%
customers’ expectations have risen in Asia ... this
10 (10)
United Kingdom
EUR
50,672
48,467
5%
is both an opportunity as well as a challenge.”
Singapore has established itself a global leader
Ranks in parenthesis refer to 2009 rankings.
Legend for regions: AMR = Americas, EUR = Europe, NEA = Northeast Asia, SEA = Southeast Asia,
in offshore oil rig manufacturing and now produces
SWP = Southwest Pacific and SA = South Asia.
70 percent of the world’s oil rigs. It is also Asia’s
Source: Changi Airport Group
top location for aerospace maintenance, repair and
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“The reason for our Asian
success and growth is
the provision of Innovative
Cost-efficient solutions to
the logistics market.”

country Focus – SINGAPORE
overhaul, and the leading international bio-cluster in the region,
producing some S$21bn worth of medicines, nutritional products
and medical devices each year.
“From an airport perspective, the manufacturing sector is
an important part of our air cargo business. Some of the new
investments that have been attracted into the country involve
higher value, more complex manufacturing cargo that largely ship
by airfreight,” says CAG’s Lim.
Over the past year, a slew of air freight dependent logistics and
manufacturing projects have been announced in the country. These
include: ON Semiconductor’s global distribution hub; Applied
Materials’ first Asian manufacturing plant; Marken’s first global
clinical trial supply depot; Life Technologies’ Asia distribution
centre; Schneider Electric’s logistics hub, and manufacturing
plants for Medtronic and ChipPAC. EDB reported a total of S$500600m in business spend from investors in the logistics cluster
alone last year.

Changi is developing its specialist services, including cold chain
Changi’s total cargo throughput. CAG puts industry estimates of
air-sea transhipment volumes at 5-10 percent of total tonnage
handled through Changi.
Seeing the potential to grow this segment, several airlines at
Changi, including SIA, are injecting new cargo capacity this year,
which is a positive development in terms of facilitating more
transhipment volume via Singapore.

Cargo diversification
Growth strategy
Looking ahead, Changi Airport plans to grow its cargo connectivity,
network and transhipment market by leveraging its world class
logistics and distribution hub; diversifying its cargo base through
new product offerings, and enhancing collaboration with partners
through strategic incentive and marketing support.
Changi attracted three new all-cargo carriers last year –
Transmile Air from Malaysia, Tri-MG Airlines from Indonesia
and China Cargo Airlines – as well as the freighter operations of
Hong Kong Airlines. It is currently in discussion with several new
airlines that have expressed interest to establish themselves in
Singapore.
The second pillar of its business strategy is to grow
transhipment business through leveraging Singapore’s existing
logistics and distribution infrastructure. Ranked by the World Bank
in 2010 as offering the world’s second most efficient logistics
performance (after Germany), Singapore is home to 17 of the
top 25 global third-party logistics providers (3PLs) which have
established their regional headquarters or regional hub operations
in the island state.
Its customs clearance procedures allow 90 percent of electronic
permit applications to be processed within ten minutes and all
physical cargo cleared within 13 minutes.
Singapore hopes to offer a balance between freight cost and
time efficiency, with the availability of complementing sea and
road networks. Changi Airport is about 20 minutes drive away
from the Singapore seaport and cross-border trucking networks
link Singapore to China via major cities in Southeast Asia.
Last year, air-air transhipment represented 40 percent of

“

The third pillar of Changi’s focus is to diversify its cargo base so
as to attract new cargo segments to the airport and also to counter
the cyclical nature of the manufacturing, pharmaceutical and the
electronic sectors.
Targeting the Perishables segment, which currently contributes
about 10-15 percent of Changi’s total throughput, Coolport@
Changi began operations at the end of 2010. The 8,000sq m
facility operated by SATS aims to be the first Halal-certified air
cargo hub for perishables.
Another new facility is the Singapore Freeport. Modelled after
Geneva’s Freeport, the key focus is to provide a secure storage
facility to cater to the growing wealth management industry in
Singapore for high value goods such as fine art paintings, gold,
diamonds, antiques, vintage cars, wine and cigar collections, and
so on.
The third new product offering is the Air Cargo Express (ACE)
Hub, which is a built-to-suit facility for FedEx Express. The new
regional hub is the second largest in Asia Pacific for the integrator.
Operational in the first half of next year, the new 26,000sq m cargo
infrastructure located within the airport’s free trade zone will have
direct airside access fronting two new freighter bays.
ACE Hub combines FedEx’s airport gateway operations and
local distribution activities all under one roof, with special onsite facilitation by immigration and customs for expedited cargo
clearance. This means a reduction in turnaround time, which is a
key competitive advantage for express operators.
Chew Wai Yee is based in Singapore and is the Southeast Asia
correspondent for Supply Chain Asia magazine

Singapore has established itself a global leader in offshore oil rig manufacturing and now produces 70
percent of the world’s oil rigs. It is also Asia’s top location for aerospace maintenance, repair and overhaul,
and the leading international bio-cluster in the region, producing some S$21bn worth of medicines,
nutritional products and medical devices each year.
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“Give all my
cargo undivided
attenti n.”

...............................

Go ahead, challenge us.
At Agility, we make it our business to pick up
as promised, ship as scheduled, track every
move and deliver on time, every time. So we’re
not only providing reliable solutions to deliver
your freight, we’re managing every move
down to the last detail.

Agility is a leading logistics company with 32,000 employees taking care of our customers in more than
120 countries. Put your local office to the test: asia@agilitylogistics.com
© 2010 Agility Logistics AG

strategy

By Jonathan Wright

T

he good news is that many
procurement departments are rising
to their new challenge. Procurement
people, activities and results are becoming
more visible across the organisation, and
more procurement executives are gaining
a seat at the top management table.
Moreover, it is all happening for the right
reasons: Regardless of sector or geography,
many companies have come to recognise
that well-run procurement operations
contribute significantly to cost reduction
efforts and in many cases help drive
revenue growth. For the first time, in fact,
procurement may be starting to acquire
‘brand appeal’: the perception that (like
finance, sales and marketing) procurement
has the potential to augment a business’
fortunes.
Of course there are questions associated
with all this progress: What constitutes
excellence in procurement? What kind
of procurement organisations qualify
as leaders? What do those leaders do
differently from the rest? And how will the
nature and focus of procurement leadership
change in the near future? These are some
of the issues that Accenture recently
explored with 432 procurement executives
across a wide variety of industries and
geographies.
Not surprisingly, we found that the
procurement universe can be loosely
segmented into two kinds of organisations:
‘masters’ (which regularly and successfully
create new ways to improve their
organisations’ results) and ‘contenders’
(the rest of the procurement population,
whose progress may be notable but is
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Procurement
excellence:
today’s and
tomorrow’s
leading edge
rarely leading edge and usually spotty).
For survey purposes, masters (less than
20 percent of the survey population) were
identified based on the high level of cost
savings they secure for their companies
and the exceptional innovation they apply
to procurement. Comparing the activities,
priorities and plans of these two groups can
be a useful tool for any organisation looking
to improve more rapidly or contribute more
fully.

What masters do
While many procurement organisations
focus predominantly on improvements to
cost and cash, masters have continued to
evolve (Figure 1). More than most, masters
take a broader view of their role – migrating
‘total cost of ownership’ (TCO) principles
into ‘total value of ownership’ (TVO)
perspectives that concurrently seek to:
• Enhance materials sourcing and
labour
• Reduce fixed cost structure
• Optimise/automate processes
• Eliminate activities that add little or no
value
• Increase working capital efficiency
• Eliminate excess/unnecessary
demand

•
•
•
•
•

Buying stuff is no longer
enough. On a regular
basis, procurement
organisations around
the world must now help
their companies deal
with globalisation, supply
market volatility, supply
chain disruption, rising
costs of raw materials,
regulatory overload,
talent shortages, and
much more. If ever
there was a need for
procurement mastery,
now is the time

Accelerate product design and
introduction
Increase revenue
Reduce supply risks
Minimise risks to brand reputation
through suppliers
Shrink the carbon footprint for external
and internal stakeholders.

Through the course of its research,
Accenture also identified five ‘hallmarks’:
behaviours that clearly distinguish today’s
masters from contenders.

1. Masters revere strategy
According to our findings, 77 percent
of masters have developed formal
procurement strategies that integrate
fully with overall corporate strategy, as
well as with the strategies of relevant
business functions such as finance,
operations and engineering (Figure 2).
One good example is a global vehicle
manufacturer that recently redefined the
role of its procurement organisation by: 1)
aligning procurement more closely with the
company’s business strategy; 2) mapping
procurement activities and capabilities
against its product lifecycle stages; and 3)
charting relevant capabilities, processes

strategy
Figure 1: Masters place overall business value above concerns of cost and cash
Procurement
Performance
Value

at an international apparel company helped
boost production efficiency at suppliers’
plants by up to 30 percent. The programme
emphasised four things: measuring supplier
performance, building social responsibility,
increasing production efficiency and raising
quality. Establishment of key performance
indicators and a tailored data collection
approach also were key.

3. Masters excel at sourcing and
category management

Cost & Cash
Procurement
Mastery
Master
Contenders

“

Regardless of sector or
geography, many companies have
come to recognise that well-run
procurement operations contribute
significantly to cost reduction
efforts and in many cases help
drive revenue growth. For the first
time, in fact, procurement may be
starting to acquire ‘brand appeal’:
the perception that – like finance,
sales and marketing – procurement
has the potential to augment a
business’ fortunes.

”

and technologies. Significant savings
resulted – most notably from the enhanced
ability to involve procurement earlier in the
product-development process.

2. Masters build better relationships
Masters understand the importance of
collaborating with suppliers and holding
them to consistently high standards.
Consider that 67 percent of masters

collaborate with more than just first-tier
suppliers, compared to 11 percent of
contenders (non masters). Masters also were
found to be four times more likely to actively
monitor supplier performance (Figure 3). To
illustrate, a supplier-development initiative

Procurement masters are better able to
leverage spend within and outside their
companies. They naturally seek the best
deals by capturing volume discounts,
but they also strive to improve their
organisations’ demand-management
capabilities and to refine long-term
category strategies that drive ongoing cost
improvements and ensure contract controls
and compliance.
This was the path followed recently by
a key division of an Indian engineering,
construction and manufacturing
conglomerate. As part of an organisationwide procurement transformation
programme, several cutting-edge

Figure 2: Procurement masters are sticklers for thoughtful strategic plans
Formal integrated strategic Plan

Perception of procurement by
organisation leadership

Procurement involvement in key business
decisions involving external spend

77%
29%

68%
25%

79%
35%

88%

Procurement governance and
processes in place

Procurement provides innovative value
in addition to cost savings

45%

90%
32%

Master
Contender
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Figure 3: Procurement masters view suppliers as part of an integrated
network
Masters of tomorrow
Visibility into supply chain beyond first
tier suppliers

Supplier management through
formal segmentation

Collaboration with and development
of suppliers

Monitoring and management of
supplier performance

65%
11%

73%
20%

64%
13%

59%
18%

Master
Contender

enhancements were applied to sourcing
and category management. Resulting in
savings of five percent to 30 percent of
the addressed cost base (as well as better
customer service and improved project
management capabilities) the initiatives
included:
• A category solution theme matrix that
emphasises frame agreements, global
sourcing and the use of cost sheets and
make-versus-buy analyses.
• Cost sheets for packages and various
equipment types. These were used to
aid supplier negotiations during the
economic downturn.
• New approaches and targets for lowcost-country sourcing. Acquisition
efforts were redistributed across China,
South Korea and Eastern Europe as well
as other regions.

4. Masters manage spend more
effectively
Masters work extra hard to ensure that
spend is tightly monitored throughout the
requisition-to-pay process. This implies use
of a controlled, managed process supported
by clear buying channel strategies and
maximum data visibility. Eighty one percent
of masters (versus 34 percent of contenders)
use leading-edge tools to integrate the end-
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to-end source-to-pay process. By leveraging
vendor-managed replenishment technology,
a telecommunications services company
reduced inventory costs, freed up working
capital and slashed obsolescence expenses.
The resulting $30m savings could not have
happened without the company’s rigorous
focus on seamless requisition-to-pay
processes within procurement and across
the supply chain.

5. Masters do more with human capital
Even masters have a way to go in this area.
However, it’s clear that leading practices
(accomplished far more by masters
than by contenders) include launching
management-by-objective initiatives,
developing formal talent-attraction and
career-opportunity programmes, and
fielding teams focused solely on supplier
and procurement innovation (Figure 4). One
good example is a decentralised resourcesextraction corporation, which recognised
the need to become a more integrated
business. Procurement was one group
selected to spearhead this change, which
included organisation design, competency
management, recruiting, training and skills
assessment. Numerous company factions
have successfully followed procurement’s
lead.

More than most procurement organisations,
masters have made themselves integral to
their companies’ success. But what will they
do next to augment their achievements?
Following are some of the things we expect
procurement masters to focus on in the
years ahead.
 Sharpen risk management
competencies
Studies have determined that the most
common and potentially dangerous
procurement risk areas relate to
supplier reliability and price volatility.
They also show that risk issues have a
greater cost impact – and take up far
more time – than most buyers’ efforts
to capture savings through negotiation.
Knowing this, leading practitioners can
be expected to further manage risks on
every front.
There already are clear signs that
intensified risk management is on
masters’ radar screens. For example,
they tend to be particularly proficient at
using specially developed risk-focused
tools and services, and they are far
more likely than contenders to include
risk-sharing contract clauses. Masters
also address supplier- and pricevolatility risks early in the development
of their procurement strategies. Lastly,
procurement masters suffer fewer
“risk incidents” than contenders,
most likely because they already have
made investments in supplier risk
management tools and capabilities.
 Harness analytics to drive new
insights
Many procurement masters already use
descriptive analytics in areas such as
spend analysis, supplier performance
assessments and cost modeling. Their
next big move will likely be more
forward looking, e.g., using predictive
analytics to evaluate commodity price
volatility and develop models for price
forecasting. Improved price forecasting

strategy
Figure 4: Masters outpace contenders when it comes to workforce management
– but even masters have far to go.
49%

Distinct team focusing on supplier and
procurement innovation

6%

41%

Career opportunity programs to attract
and retail procurement talent

5%

67%

Management or procurement by objective
17%

Master
Contender

“

A global vehicle manufacturer
recently redefined the role of
its procurement organisation
by: 1) aligning procurement
more closely with the company’s
business strategy; 2) mapping
procurement activities and
capabilities against its product
lifecycle stages; and 3) charting
relevant capabilities, processes
and technologies. Significant
savings resulted – most notably
from the enhanced ability to
involve procurement earlier in the
product-development process.

”

capabilities should allow companies to
become even more proficient at supplier
negotiations and the management
of rebates. Astute price forecasting
also allows for quantitative estimates
of risk exposure and helps show how
each supplier affects the overall risk
profile. These advanced analytics allow
a company to balance risk exposure
with reducing costs, helping them

answer questions about when to buy,
how much to buy, and at what price to
buy.

in place so they can circle back – “close
the loop” – on spend over time.
An interesting example of closed-loop
principles exists in the management of
general and administrative (G&A) expenses
– traditionally a tough area to control. One
of the world’s largest consumer goods
companies operates at a ratio of G&A costs/
revenue of only 6.5 percent, which is 40
percent below the average of the company’s
peer group. The management team has
made a best practice of closed-loop spend
management. The control and monitoring
routine drives company-wide, bottom-up
corrective actions where necessary, with
control and responsibility rolling up to the
executive owners of each cost category.
This routine closes the loop and powers a
‘flywheel’ of continuous improvement. Look
for behaviours like these to characterise
more procurement masters in the near
future.

The future is now
Forecasting prices will require more
expertise in commodities markets,
as well as the application of complex
analytical techniques such as time series
modelling or stochastic differential
equations and processes. Additionally,
forecasting prices demands the ability
to translate mathematical approaches
into effective solutions, such as scenario
planning or mitigation strategies for
anticipated risks. These sharpened
forecasting capabilities should enable
procurement professionals to reduce
their reliance on historic trend-line data.

Dedicate more effort to closed-loop
spend-management practices
Masters know that accountability for
savings is vital and that doing so requires
maximum visibility into spend, clear
ownership of category spend within the
business, bottom-up category budgeting,
clear direction for buyers and users on
how to appropriately procure goods and
services, and tight control and monitoring
of spend. In essence, these organisations
are ensuring that key process elements are

It’s clear that, in the near future, no
procurement master will rest on its laurels.
In fact, survey results show that masters are
working hard to extend their effectiveness
– and their lead over companies with
less drive or focus. For example, nearly
three quarters of masters are building
sustainability initiatives into their threeor five-year plans. Nearly two thirds are
actively seeking new ways to leverage spend
(e.g., through aggregation). And more
than one third are increasingly placing
their emphasis on managing large-scale
outsourcing contracts and forging tighter
working relationships with their companies’
sales and marketing organisations.
So are companies that do not currently
emulate masters’ achievements doomed to
play perpetual catch-up? Perhaps not. As
companies throughout Asia are especially
aware, change happens fast, and smart ideas
and diligent execution are often rewarded
more quickly than many expect.
Jonathan Wright is based in Singapore where
he is a senior director of Accenture’s supply
chain practice
July/August 2011 Supply Chain Asia
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A
The right
balance

People, process and tools are all important
and any business improvement needs to take
into consideration all three to be successful,
writes Louis Tremblay

t a simple level, balancing the people, processes and tools
involves looking at all three and asking questions such as
whether the right processes are in place; whether the people
skills are fitted to their positions; whether the systems effectively
provide the capabilities required.
There are several useful methodologies available to conduct
such a diagnostic. For supply chain management, the most
comprehensive of these methodologies is the SCOR model
developed under the auspices of the Supply Chain Council.
The SCOR model covers people, process and systems. It is
very comprehensive and embodies the experience of thousands
of companies. However, SCOR does not provide solutions per se.
Solutions are found through additional methodologies developed
by companies and consulting firms using SCOR. We have found

“

Some advanced systems such Kinaxis’
RapidResponse, can quickly generate multiple
scenarios involving a very large number of SKUs
that can be used for decision-making on inventory
replenishment. Even when advanced systems are
not available a process can be built, using Excel if
needed, to prepare scenarios on which decisions can
be based.
40
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At P&G, where the
BullWhip effect was first
researched, people in
planning did not know that
the variation in demand
(effect) was caused by
processes in a different
area of the company
(sales) and outside the
company (distributors).
Planners thought that
demand for diapers, for
which the BullWhip
effect was studied, varied
greatly, when in fact the
fundamental demand was
quite stable.

that in looking for solutions,
it is best to consider the
weaknesses and strength of
people, processes and tools,
and find solutions where the
strength of one balances the
weakness of the other.

People

People are at the heart of any
business. In supply chain
operations people play the
most important role and are
the key driver behind supply
chain excellence.
There are, however, many
supply chain processes for
which our brains are not well
suited. Our brains have been
moulded by years of evolution
for one particular purpose:
survival. From research on the
structure of the human brain,
and in particular on human
decision-making, some results emerge that are very relevant to
supply chain management. For example, we make decisions based
on emotions and act without necessarily validating the foundation
of our decisions. The typical example is that of an early human
hearing a shuffle in the bush. The one who fears that a lion is
in the bush and runs away immediately has a better chance of
survival than the one who goes to the bush to investigate. This type
of thinking is fine for survival, but can lead to poor supply chain
management decisions.

”

Processes
The importance of processes goes without saying. Processes bring
regularity and efficiency. Processes are the glue keeping all the
elements of an organisation together. Roles, actions and sequence
of actions are defined in a process such that specific purposes are
achieved. The sum of all processes ensures that an organisation
effectively delivers results. Processes can, however, outlive their
usefulness. When processes are still used after their original
purpose is no longer needed, bureaucracy sets in. Processes can
also be too formal and rigid, making an organisation slow to adapt
to change.

Information technology systems (tools)
Businesses today cannot run without information systems.
Information systems give us scale and speed. Through information
systems we handle very large amounts of transactions and process
information at a speed otherwise impossible to achieve.

Implementing information systems is difficult. Several recent
surveys show that companies in general are disappointed at the
return on investment on IT systems. The return on investment is
too often limited to the ability mentioned above: handling large
amount of transactional data. As a result, many companies, large
and small, still rely on Excel and Word for their core processes.
During a recent consulting project we measured software
usage for supply chain management processes. SAP was used for
15 percent of supply chain processes, Excel for 20 percent and
Word for 15 percent. The client had been using SAP for ten years.
Systems are often seen as a self-realising solution. Install the
system and the solution will come from the simple fact of having
the system. People will change their ways and adapt to the new
system seamlessly. Poor business processes will be eliminated
because the system has excluded them. This is a modern fairy tale.
In reality people find ways to work outside the system, often using
Excel and Word. Poor process somehow finds a way to the system
and mistakes are made faster and with greater scale.
The balancing of strengths and weaknesses means:
•
•
•

Using information systems to transform data into information
and knowledge to be used by people for decision-making
Using systems and processes to bring regularity and
repeatability to people’s behaviour
Using people’s intelligence and foresight to break the rigidity
both process and systems bring

Detailing how to balance all three is not possible within a
short article. In the rest of this article we give examples on how
tendencies coming from the way our brain has evolved can be
balanced by process and systems. This is important as it is seldom
addressed in supply chain management. The insight on how to
address these tendencies is found in research in human decisionmaking and the working of the human brain.

S&OP and one goal
For most of human history we have lived in small groups as hunter
and gatherers. There is archaeological evidence that encounters
between groups were generally not friendly. Bones of early humans
show stone, spear and axe wounds that could only have been
inflicted by other humans. We naturally identify with the group
we belong to – our tribe. This mentality is still with us today in
supply chain management.
In our consultancy, we have yet to find a company where the
‘operations tribe’ is not in some sort of conflict with the ‘sales
tribe’. You ask someone in sales what is wrong and the answer
is typically something like: “Operations is not doing their job
properly. Operations shipped late and because the shipment was
late the customer refused to take it....”. Ask someone in operations
what is wrong and the answer is typically: “The sales forecast
July/August 2011 Supply Chain Asia
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You ask someone in sales what is wrong and the answer is typically something like: “Operations is not
doing their job properly. Operations shipped late and because the shipment was late the customer refused
to take it....”. Ask someone in operations what is wrong and the answer is typically: “The sales forecast is
always wrong. Sales promise anything to the client without consideration for what is possible to deliver.
Sales only care about commission....

”

System dynamics

thousands of years and still do today. Our brain attributes the cause
of an event to whatever happened just before the event.
The problem is that, in reality, a cause can happen a long time
before its effect is felt. Research on systems shows that cause and
effect can be in totally different areas of the system. People do
not see that. In system dynamics, a system is defined as a group
of interacting, interrelated, or interdependent elements forming
a complex whole. As such, a company is a system, and within a
company, supply operations also form a system.
The well known BullWhip effect is a typical system effect.
Under the BullWhip effect the structure of the distribution
channels and sales incentive for distributors to buy in volume
create large variations in demand. In system dynamics, this is
called a system in a state of oscillation.
At P&G, where the BullWhip effect was first researched, people
in planning did not know that the variation in demand (effect) was
caused by processes in a different area of the company (sales) and
outside the company (distributors). Planners thought that demand
for diapers, for which the BullWhip effect was studied, varied
greatly, when in fact the fundamental demand was quite stable.
Within the supply chain, the BullWhip effect is not alone.
Many other effects have a cause in another area of the company
from where the effect is felt. Using computer software and
system dynamics methodology it is possible to model how a
system (company) works. With this understanding it is possible to
evaluate the impact of processes and structures. System causes
for poor customer service, variation in demand, and others, can
be identified and corrected. This method allows us get to a level
of insight that people alone cannot get to.
The above being said it is important to note that the
tendencies of the human brain are not a weakness in themselves.
Using our emotions to make decisions, acting without validating
causes, has enabled us to become who we are today and bring
modern society to reality. The tendencies of the human brain
only become weaknesses when they cause serious problems
with supply chain operations. The point is to be aware of these
tendencies and counterbalance them with processes, systems and
other means when necessary in order to avoid them becoming
weaknesses.

We are all familiar with the rain dance. A group of people in the
village start to dance and soon after it starts to rain. The dance
therefore caused the rain. This is how we have been thinking for

Louis Tremblay is a supply chain and operations consultant based in
Hong Kong

is always wrong. Sales promise anything to the client without
consideration for what is possible to deliver. Sales only care about
commission....”.
One solution to end the war of the supply chain tribes is
to introduce Sales & Operations Planning (S&OP). S&OP is a
comprehensive process where everyone is working on one set of
numbers to balance supply and demand in the most efficient
way. S&OP brings all supply chain tribes together in the pursuit
of one common goal. S&OP has evolved into Integrated Business
Management, which also brings in the engineering tribe for their
work in new product development.

Scenarios
Research shows that people make decisions without considering
alternatives. This is what researchers in human decision-making
call ‘one plan’ and ‘emotional tagging’. In simple terms the way
it works is that we see a problem. We look for a solution and
we find one. Finding the solution makes us happy. We become
emotionally attached to the solution and subconsciously disregard
any information that disproves the solution.
There are, of course, exceptions to this rule as some people are
more analytical. In supply chain management, people are generally
pressed for action and are busy trying to solve many problems at
the same time. The general business of supply chain management
staff reinforces the tendency to make decisions without reviewing
alternatives.
For major supply chain decisions, even day-to-day ones such as
inventory replenishment, building multiple scenarios for decisionmaking is a good way to counter this tendency. This can be done
quickly and effectively even in small companies. IT Systems have
evolved to be able to quickly generate various scenarios. Some
advanced systems such Kinaxis’ RapidResponse, can quickly
generate multiple scenarios involving a very large number of SKUs
that can be used for decision-making on inventory replenishment.
Even when advanced systems are not available, a process can
be built, using Excel if needed, to prepare scenarios on which
decisions can be based.
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Wake-up call
Supply chain thought
leader and author, Dr John
Gattorna, says we need to
find a better way to deal with
an operating environment
for global companies that is
increasingly unpredictable

T

he ‘new normal’ operating environment for global companies
will be characterised by volatility, and in extreme cases,
sudden and unpredictable disruptions. If we accept this
proposition, then we have to accept that the conventional ways
of designing and operating enterprise supply chains is seriously
flawed; we simply have to find a better way.
Indeed, what is urgently needed at this point in our commercial
history is a new supply chain business model – one that will help
us survive the shocks and uncertainties in the marketplace, and
allow us to find profitable growth where and when growth potential
exists. Such a model must have embedded ‘dynamic’ properties
designed to cope with increasingly demanding and changeable
customers. The old ‘set-and-forget’ design methods, focusing on
‘one-size-fits-all’ are a dead and buried thing of the past.
The transition won’t be easy. We will need corporate leadership
with an innovative mindset and extended vision to make this
a reality, with a firm focus on customers rather than becoming
transfixed by competitors. We need leaders to lead, and let the
competitors follow if they dare.

It’s people, stupid
Although many company executives remain in denial, it is a
fact that supply chains are actually driven by people and their
behaviour. People are arrayed along the supply chain in various
forms, for example: customers, consumers/users, suppliers, and
company staff and management.
Processes, technology, and infrastructure assets are the
inanimate enablers that people use to drive products and services
through multiple supply chains every day. These enablers cannot
propel supply chains on their own. What do company executives
really know about the people in different parts of the supply chain?
On the whole, very little, and therein lies the problem. We can’t take
enterprise supply chains to the next level of operational and financial
performance until we get on top of this ‘hole’ in our knowledge.

The starting point
The critical link between the business enterprise and its
marketplace is provided by properly segmenting the customers in
that target marketplace. This is where we should start – reducing
complexity in the market and then reverse engineering everything
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back from there into the inner depths of our own enterprise. This
is what we call ‘outside-in’ thinking, which is very different from
the predominantly ‘inside-out’ method so widely practiced today.
Of course, segmentation has many traps, and there are any
number of ways to bamboozle the uninitiated, such as institutional
segmentation; geography; industry sector; size; profitability, and
many more. As much as you may hate it when I tell you, the
reality is that these methods of segmentation do not help in any
way when it comes to designing and operating enterprise supply
chains. There is only one method that does inform our designs, and
that is behavioural segmentation, where we seek to understand the
attributes that influence why people buy our products/services and
how they wish these to be packaged up and delivered.
Put bluntly, behavioural segmentation of the target marketplace
provides the missing frame of reference so critical to guiding our
supply chain designs in the first place and for subsequent day-to-day
management. It is the fundamental starting point for dynamically
aligning the enterprise with its customers. It has been there and
available to us all the time, hiding in full sight, but we have failed
to grasp its significance. I call it the Bin Laden effect.
Behavioural segmentation of customers can be undertaken
using conjoint analysis research techniques, but much the same
result can be achieved by analysing the ‘coefficient of variance’
of demands placed on the company’s supply chains, or by using
other data mining techniques to understand underlying patterns.
It is patterns we are looking for, because only then can we organise
matching supply chain configurations.
The good news is that the more we study the marketplace,
the more we see similarities rather than difference. It is true that
people the world over are more similar than first thought, and that
holds for people across several different countries, as studies in
country cultures have shown.
The outcome of our work in the field over two decades was to
identify up to 16 different buying behaviours across all possible
product/service categories. This is clearly too many to manage.
However, the even better news is that usually that sixteen will
reduce to no more than three or four dominant buying behaviours
to give a fit of around 80 percent to any given market. This in turn
means no more than the equivalent number of supply chains. At
last we have escaped the single supply chain syndrome.

Now for the internal world
Once we have re-interpreted the marketplace by listening carefully
to customers, we must then turn our attention to the internal world
of our own enterprises, where very often the forces of darkness
are arrayed to frustrate and block change. In particular, we must
review how we configure our own internal organisation structure if
we want to achieve the results of a finer alignment with customers
on the outside.
Unfortunately, current designs, which are predominantly
functional in format, are fundamentally flawed because they
are 90 degrees out of phase with the way customers want to be
served. Functional designs see the business managed vertically
around departmental budgets, while customers buy horizontally,
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Figure 1: Supply chain clusters and customer segments-overall view
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must be a ‘relationship’ bias.
This does not mean everyone
has to have this mindset, just
the majority. We still need
to worry about cost, results,
growth, and innovation!
These clusters can run both
the supply-side and demandside elements of enterprise
supply chains and collaborate
when there are requirements
for hybrids, for example, Lean
on the supply side, and Agile
on the demand-side, much as
Zara operates.
See Figure 2 for a diagrammatic representation of the 16
possible ‘hybrid’ supply chain
combinations.

aggregating elements of procurement, finance, operations,
The net effect
logistics, and sales and marketing into a finally delivered product
The net effect of this finely tuned alignment between customers
or service.
and the internal organisation structure is to eliminate under- and
We lived with the discrepancy in orientations for several decades
over-servicing. This in turn leads to higher revenue off the back
post-Industrial Revolution but this all came to an end in the early
of improved customer satisfaction, and at the same time drives
1990s with the advent of the Internet, which has empowered
down the cost-to-serve. Margins improve, and everyone inside and
customers and consumers and made them increasingly difficult
outside the company is happier, as are the shareholders when they
to deal with. On top of that, external events have increased the
see the positive impact on the bottom-line.
volatility in many markets, so here again we need something new
and innovative on the inside of the firm to manage the increasing
Dr John Gattorna is author of Dynamic Supply Chains, FT Prentice
turbulence on the outside.
Hall, Harlow, 2010
The answer is to develop a
dual organisation structure, with Figure 2: A new and dynamic organisational model for supply chains of the future
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RISK MANAGEMENT

Why end-to-end supply
chain integrity is a new
business imperative
Ishan Palit says companies
that act now to secure the
social integrity of their
supply chains will reap
significant benefits
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I

n today’s global business environment,
the practice of sourcing goods and
services across geopolitical boundaries is
prevalent. It has become heavily strategised
and often irreplaceably engrained into
the fabric of organisations across the
world – which is hardly surprising given
the tantalising economic benefits it can
bring.
Competition is now intense, and with
many firms still hoping to use global
sourcing as a point of differentiation, supply
chains have lengthened dramatically.
Companies, for example, no longer search
for efficiencies in direct suppliers. Now
they look for efficiencies in suppliers’
suppliers, and often even further down the
supply chain. Subsequently, supply chain
management has become increasingly
difficult and, worryingly, cracks have
started to appear in the supply chain’s
social integrity.
Now is the time for companies to stop
and reflect. Yes, end-to-end supply chain
integrity comes at a cost. But what are
the benefits? Well, in today’s increasingly
‘socially aware’ world they are increasing
by the day and it is those that act quickly
which will reap the highest rewards.

Social integrity makes good business
sense
Put simply, end-to-end supply chain
integrity makes good business sense.
Consumers, for example, are now wellinformed of its benefits and demand
for ethically produced products has
subsequently skyrocketed. 87 percent
of consumers are now more likely to buy
from a company that supports fair labour
and trade practices, according to recent
research conducted by the branding and
marketing agency, BBMG1.
There are also social, branding,
productivity and risk management benefits
of supply chain integrity. For example,
it ensures workers’ health and safety,
which helps boosts production efficiency.
It also facilitates further penetration into
international markets, helps subcontractors
differentiate themselves in the market,
and protects companies’ brands against
the often irreparable consequences of a
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scandal.
In the 1990s, numerous multinational
companies learnt this the hard way
when child labour cases were unearthed
and broadcast by some of the world’s
most influential media. All of the firms
in question suffered severe damage to
their corporate image and bottom lines,
despite many of the violations occurring
in subcontractors’ facilities rather than
their own. Unfortunately, the issue remains
rife. According to the International Labour
Organisation (ILO), there are 215m
children working throughout the world
today, many full-time. Of these, 115m are
exposed to hazardous forms of child labour
and the majority are in Asia, according to
The Child Labour Index3.

Achieving end-to-end supply chain
integrity
The most effective way for a company
to achieve supply chain integrity is to
ensure their entire supply chain adheres
to a relevant, recognised international
standard. This is achieved by engaging an
independent and recognised third-party
certification body. The reason for this is
that before a company can be certified,
an independent on-site audit must be
conducted to evaluate the compliance
of a manufaturing facility to the chosen
standard. Necessary corrective actions as
well as continuous improvements must
then be identified and put into practice.
This exercise can be repeated across
multiple locations or suppliers.
A case in point is the German retailer
NKD. The firm has been working to
ensure compliance to VFI’s social fairness
standard. NKD is one of the 69 companies
participating in this initiative. Through
its participation, it is demonstrating its
commitment to sourcing responsibly. All of
its business partners are obliged to provide
socially fair and fit-for-humans working
conditions for the workers.
NKD ensures compliance not only
within its own premises but also that of
the companies they receive materials or
services from. Producers, suppliers, agents
and service providers who work with NKD
are required to be verified through audits.

To date, 77 audits have been performed at
the premises of NKD’s suppliers. Through
this initiative, NKD is able to demonstrate
its commitment to ethical operations
throughout its entire supply chain.
Another good example of best practice
is the approach taken by Cotton Blossom
India Pte Ltd, a vertically integrated endto-end spinning and garment producer,
manufacturer and exporter. Initially, the firm
faced the difficult yet common challenge of
managing the welfare of its diverse, multicultural and distributed workforce of over
6,000 employees across India. To achieve
this, the firm conducted a robust Ethical
Trade Initiative (ETI) (see following page)
Base Code social compliance audit to fully
understand its strengths and weaknesses.
Areas for improvement were subsequently
identified and meaningful actions put
in place to ensure high levels of health
and safety standards were implemented
and maintained – which they still are
today.  
Cotton Blossom selected the ETI Base
Code as it is an internationally recognised
code of labour practice that combines a
practical focus with balanced labour rights
perspectives and observes both national
and international labour laws. For example,
the ETI Base Code helps ensure working
conditions are safe and hygienic, child
labour is not used, wages are paid, working
hours are not too excessive and there is no
harsh or inhuman treatment of employees.
Through the audits, the firm continues to
enjoy the benefits of high ethical standards
such as enhanced workforce productivity,
retention and morale, and increased access
to international markets.

Timing is everything
Action against malpractice can happen
anytime and demand for ethically
produced products is rising by the day.
Time is therefore of the essence, especially
considering that low cost country sourcing
is growing in popularity every year. This also
presents an opportunity for those who act
quickly, efficiently and effectively.

Ishan Palit is CEO of TÜV SÜD Asia Pacific
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The various social
compliance standards
SA 8000

Code of Conduct Audits

ETI

Accredited by Social
Accountability
International (SAI)
New York, USA

Ethical Trading
Initiative
London, UK

BSCI
WRAP

Worldwide Responsible
Accredited Production
Arlington, USA

Business Social
Compliance Initiative
Brussels, Belgium

Gaining compliance to regulatory social accountability standards
helps a company take responsibility for its actions, thereby
improving business transparency and demonstrating its social
commitment to stakeholders. These standards include:

SA 8000
Governed by Social Accountability International (SAI), this
voluntary social compliance certification defines humane working
conditions and ensures ethical sourcing and production of goods.
Based on standards set by the ILO, the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights and the UN Convention on the Rights of the
Child, the certification is valid for three years and addresses
issues like child labour, forced labour, worker health and safety,
discrimination, discipline, working hours and compensation
among others.

Business Social Compliance Initiative (BSCI)
A common European platform for monitoring and improving social
standards in supplier countries for consumer goods, BSCI aims
to continuously ensure sustainable working conditions across
the value chain and helps reduce the overall audit burden on
related suppliers. BSCI currently focuses on textiles, garments,
shoes, toys, electronic goods, food and agriculture. The BSCI
acknowledges social compliance practices for businesses already
certified to SA8000.

Worldwide Responsible Accredited Production (WRAP)
A factory-based certification programme for manufacturers
of sewn products such as apparel, footwear and
accessories, WRAP compliance certifies a manufacturer’s
adherence to socially responsible, lawful, humane and
ethical global production standards within its production
facilities.

Ethical Trade Initiative (ETI)
ETI promotes responsible corporate practices that observe
national and international labour laws. Recognised by almost
all retailers in the UK, ETI combines a practical focus with
balanced labour rights perspectives. ETI members must adhere
to a code of labour practices based on key conventions of the
ILO as well as a set of general principles determined by country
and business type.

Code of Conduct (COC) Audits
Companies that are committed to ethical trade practices
normally adopt a code of labour practices and expect their
suppliers to work towards it. Such codes address issues
like wages, hours of work, health and safety and the
right to join free trade unions. COC audits are generally limited
to manufacturer’s facility and are totally based on customer
specifications and the prevailing national law.
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Materials Handling

Innovation
in storage
and materials
handling
Owen Cleaver cuts through the sometimes bewildering array of
materials handling systems and technologies and highlights some
of the leading innovations

T

he sheer range of different innovative
designs and technologies in the
area of warehouse development
and materials handling can sometimes be
bewildering. Options range from spaceaged facilities designed from the ground up
to be staffed and operated by an army of
robots; to simple yet effective technologies
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designed to bolster and augment human
productivity in more traditional facilities.
Despite the range, all are essentially there
for two primary functions – pallet storage
and order fulfillment.

Pallet racking systems
Though many warehouses still sport the

standard ‘library-style’ system of tall stacks
of pallet racks with aisles in between,
recent years have seen the emergence of
some innovative designs that aim to better
maximise warehouse square footage and
utilisation.
In one design by Dexicon called P90
Mobile Pallet Racking, the rows of pallet
racks are installed on embedded rails
that mean they can be moved around.
In its resting state, each pallet rack is
positioned flush against its neighbour,
thereby eliminating the aisle spacing found
in traditional pallet rack configurations.
When a particular row of pallets needs to be
accessed, a system of sensors and controls
automatically adjusts to open a corridor in
between to allow a forklift to enter. Dexicon
claims its P90 system offers a 40 percent
space saving over traditional set-ups, and
an 80 percent increase in storage capacity.
Denser configuration of pallets also allows
for facility energy savings in cold storage
facilities.
The Pallet Flow system is another space
saving design by Dexicon aimed at storing

Materials Handling

Goods to man
By this method, rather than a picker moving
around the warehouse to gather pick
list items, conveyor belts or even robots
(KIVA) deliver items to a station manned
by a picker.
Dematic’s Rapidpick is designed as
such a system. A delivery system brings
items to an ergonomically designed pick
station manned by a picker. Items are
brought back one at a time in a heaviest
to lightest (most fragile) order to facilitate
packing. The system brings items one by
one, while sporting a one-second SKU
exchange time that achieves accuracy while
maintaining efficiency.
large quantities of a limited array of goods.
Racks are arrayed many pallets deep in a
slope configuration and sport a dedicated
loading and retrieval face. Popular with
the beverage industry, the system can use
up to 60 percent less floor space than a
traditional set-up.

Order fulfillment/pick systems
Besides storage, order fulfillment serves as
the other primary function of the warehouse.
There are several distinct designs that
underpin how order fulfillment is carried out
and various technological/design aids that
augment the productivity of each.
Man to Goods
In this traditional set-up, the picker is given
a list of products needed to fulfill an order
and proceeds to gather said products in a
cart/bin from around the warehouse and
ready it for shipping. Many warehouses
use this traditional system, though many
have integrated different technologies to
augment productivity.
Pick by voice
In lieu of a paper order fulfillment
list, a picker is given electronic verbal
instructions via a headset from a warehouse
management system (WMS) on where
to pick items (usually a numbered/letter
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location). This system can be combined
with a wrist-mounted radio frequency (RF)
device, which allows the picker to scan a
bar code on the pick list item to confirm
the pick up with the WMS. The key benefits
of pick by voice systems are:
• It is paperless
• It allows a worker free use of both
hands
• It increases accuracy of pick orders
through a radio frequency device
Pick by light
Products are sorted in an array of bins with
lights attached. When an order pick list
comes in it lights the appropriate bins to
be picked from. Once a product has been
picked out of a bin, the picker pushes
a button to confirm, which turns off the
light. In more advanced versions, infrared
sensors detect when a picker reaches into a
bin, and either confirms and logs the pick,
or alerts the picker of an incorrect pick.
Benefits of pick by light include:
• It is paperless
• The picker is given direct visual cues
meaning – Instructions are more easily
processed than written/verbal
cues
– More accurate than reading a pick
list

Other variations on the goods to man
method can include:
• A pick by light system (see above) to
bring back multiple items at once while
maintaining accuracy
• The ability to fill multiple orders
simultaneously
Key benefits of goods to man methods are:
• Less stress on human work force
– Ergonomic work station minimises
physical stress from repeated
motions
– Design alleviates need for workers
to move around warehouse
• Increased efficiency
– Automated product retrieval
from storage is often faster and
more efficient than man to goods
systems
• space-saving:
– Storage areas no longer need to
be designed to be accessible by
people, therefore allowing for
more compact and space saving
configurations
Hybrid systems
Some warehouses sport hybrid systems
somewhere between man to goods and
goods to man. One such system designed
by SwissLog is called the Zone-to-Zone
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“

In Schaefer’s Robo-Pick design, a state-of-the-art
robot performs the task of a traditional picker in a
goods to man system. A carousel delivers units to a
robotic picking station that can distinguish between
different product types and orientation and direct a
picking claw to pick products. Schaefer says the system
is capable of 2,000 picks per hour.

”

system. In this design, a specially designed
order fulfillment tote travels via an overhead
rail system from different pick zones where
pickers load in appropriate products before
the tote is moved to the next zone. To
assure accuracy, the system sports a weight
sensor, which awaits the expected weight of
a pick item(s) to be loaded before moving
on from a zone.

Completely automated pick systems
The last type of pick system is one in which
physical human involvement has been
completely eliminated. In place of humans,
robotic arms and conveyors provide product
fulfillment functions. Designs can mimic
either goods to man or man to goods
system.
In Schaefer’s Robo-Pick design, a
state-of-the-art robot performs the task
of a traditional picker in a goods to man
system. A carousel delivers units to a
robotic picking station that can distinguish
between different product types and
orientation and direct a picking claw to
pick products. Schaefer says the system is
capable of 2,000 picks per hour.
Another robotic system is the SwissLog
Stackrunner system, which mimics the
Zone-To-Zone design. An overhead gantry
robot moves a picking crate from various
picking stations to fill orders. Each station
is staffed by a ‘Starobot’ that can fill

multiple order crates simultaneously.
Benefits of automated pick systems
include:
• Human error is negated
• Optimises real estate, as warehouses
can be designed without humans in
mind
• Can create environments suitable
for product storage that are normally
unfriendly to humans
– One automated SwissLog
facility artificially lowers oxygen
content to create a fire avoidance
environment
• Environmentally friendly
– Can run without lights

Sustainable warehouse designs
It would be difficult to touch on innovative
warehouse designs these days without
mentioning sustainability. In the long term,
advance planning in choosing a warehouse
site or building design can lead to big
payoffs in terms of sustainability, and
major developers and users are increasingly
interested in this.
One area of interest is building
alternative energy capture systems into
designs. Warehouses are usually sprawling
facilities with large amounts of prime flat
rooftop real estate, which can be converted
for solar power collection. Harnessing wind
power can also be an option if the location

is right. However, the major upfront costs
of installing such systems are a significant
challenge to overcome.
With warehouses often operational
sixteen to twenty-four hours a day, six to
seven days a week, electricity consumption
can be very high. Use of energy efficient
machinery and fluorescent light bulbs
can go a long way toward cutting power
consumption. A switch to fluorescent or
comparable lighting can save as much as
70 percent of lighting-related electrical
costs. Use of sensors and timers on lights
can drive consumption down even further.
Smart warehouse design can also drive
down the movement of forklifts and further
reduce carbon footprint.
In an indirect way, the choice of
location of a warehouse can be the biggest
factor in its level of sustainability. A wellsituated warehouse in your supply chain
can drive down delivery time to and from
your warehouse, which in turn lowers fuel
consumption and your company’s overall
carbon footprint. In the current climate,
with its push to determine sustainability
and carbon footprint across entire supply
chains, environmental concerns are
becoming an increasingly important factor
in choice of warehouse location.
Owen Cleaver is a researcher and writer for
Supply Chain Asia magazine
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Supply Chain Asia Logistics
December 1,
Shanghai Marriott Hotel City Centre

wards

The 10th Anniversary Supply Chain Asia Logistics Awards will
take place at the new Marriott Hotel City Centre in Shanghai on
December 1. Organised by Supply Chain Asia magazine, this
world-class international event is
held annually in Singapore, Hong
Kong or Shanghai, and brings
together more than 300 senior
professionals from the regional
and global supply chain and
logistics industry.
This Awards has a three-part
selection process beginning with
selection of five finalists in each
category through an audited
ballot of readers of Supply Chain
Asia magazine and visitors to our
websites, supplychainknowledge.
asia and supplychainasia.com
Balloting for the 10th Anniversary
Supply Chain Asia Logistics
Awards is underway. Please visit
supplychainknowledge.asia or
supplychainasia.com to cast your
ballot now.

Emerging Asia Supply Chain
Top 10
Supply Chain Asia magazine
is collaborating with global
management consulting,
technology services and
outsourcing company, Accenture,
to develop the Emerging Asia Supply Chain Top 10 Index.
This new initiative will for the first time assess the supply chain
capabilities and performance of organisations with substantial
operations in emerging Asian markets. It will analyse and
identify the strongest performer of the supply chain operations of
organisations in seven industry groups: Automotive, Electronics,
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Consumer Goods, Mining & Metals, Pharmaceuticals, Retail and
Oil & Gas. The top performer in each category will be identified
as well as in three special categories.
The inaugural Emerging Asia Supply Chain Top 10 will be
announced at the 10th Anniversary Supply Chain Asia Logistics
Awards.

Agility

Jones Lang LaSalle

From its roots in emerging markets, Agility brings efficiency
to supply chains in some of the globe’s most challenging
environments, offering unmatched personal service, a
global footprint and customized capabilities in developed
countries and emerging economies alike. A publicly traded
company, Agility is one of the world’s leading providers
of integrated logistics with close to $6 billion in annual
revenue and more than 25,000 employees in 550 offices
across 100 countries.
Agility’s commercial business, Global Integrated
Logistics (GIL), is headquartered in Switzerland. Agility
GIL provides supply chain solutions to meet complex
and traditional customer needs. GIL offers air, sea and
road freight forwarding, warehousing, distribution and
specialized services in project logistics, fairs and events,
fuels and chemicals.
Agility’s unique collection of portfolio businesses
includes Agility Defense & Government Services, a
logistics provider to governments, ministries of defense
and international organizations. Agility’s Infrastructure
group of companies manages commercial and industrial
real estate and offers solutions in customs optimization
and clearance, waste management and recycling, aviation
services, remote infrastructure and life support.
F o r m o r e i n f o r m a t i o n a b o u t A g i l i t y, v i s i t
www.agilitylogistics.com.

Jones Lang LaSalle (NYSE:JLL) is a financial and
professional services firm specializing in real estate. The
firm offers integrated services delivered by expert teams
worldwide to clients seeking increased value by owning,
occupying or investing in real estate. With 2010 global
revenue of more than $2.9 billion, Jones Lang LaSalle
serves clients in 60 countries from more than 1,000
locations worldwide, including 185 corporate offices. The
firm is an industry leader in property and corporate facility
management services, with a portfolio of approximately
1.8 billion square feet worldwide. LaSalle Investment
Management, the company’s investment management
business, is one of the world’s largest and most diverse
in real estate with more than $41 billion of assets under
management.
Jones Lang LaSalle has over 50 years of experience
in Asia Pacific, with over 19,400 employees operating in
78 offices in 13 countries across the region. In China, the
firm has about 800 professionals and 6,500 on-site staff,
providing quality real estate advice and services in the areas
of retail, residential, commercial, management services,
project and development services and research. Key clients
include various government agencies and developers, as
well as owners of high-end residential and commercial
buildings. For further information, please visit our Web
site, www.joneslanglasalle.com.cn

Co-Primary Sponsor
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Customs

Is my organisation at risk of
non-compliance?
Catherine Truel answers your queries on customs processes,
regulations and compliance

The logistics department seems to be
catching errors that if not corrected, would
result in customs non-compliances. How
can we prevent this from happening?
The logistics department is where the goods
meet their documents for the first time so
it gives you a visibility that other functions
won’t have. However, compliance should be
embedded across business functions where
risk can be hidden. It shouldn’t be left just
to one department.

How can we identify risk areas?
Generally all functions involved with
the order can be a source of risk. A
quick internal audit can identify whether
customs compliance is part of departments’
procedures and processes.

How can we do a quick check?
Support from other function managers and
top management is critical. Work with a list
of questions covering areas that are causing
concern to uncover hidden risks. Here are
some examples:
Finance
 Do we have supporting evidence of
the information declared at customs.
For instance, are values declared at
import identical to those entered on the
purchase order, booked into inventory,
recorded in the account, and then paid
to the supplier as shown on the bank
statement.
 How are royalties, discounts,
commission, intangibles and other
cost elements treated. Some might
be invoiced separately, some will be
subject to duty and others will not.

Procurement
This is the first step of an import
transaction.
 Under a trade agreement, has the
supplier the capability to handle the
level of detail necessary to support
origin declarations.
 Is there a clause in supplier contracts
to recover duties resulting from supplier
failure to provide evidence of origin.
 Are customs compliance and supply
chain security included in supplier
performance measurement.
 Are all compliance requirements clearly
identified on the purchase order –
evidence of origin, traceability, marking
requirements.
 Do you have or can you obtain the
necessary import authorisations? For
instance, in case of quotas.
 When you have damaged or rejected
imports, do you report them to customs
to claim a refund of duty.
Sales
 Under a trade agreement, can we
collect and process the data and
detailed costing required.
 Can we provide supporting evidence of
the origin of our products, particularly if
selling under several trade agreements,
as each will have its own set of rules of
origin.
 Is there any direct shipment
requirement.
 Are products subject to export control
regulations and does the business hold
all the necessary export licenses.
 Is there a Vendor Management Inventory
agreement.

Manufacturing
 Do products require installation abroad.
Are tools and equipment required on
site. Do we operate a repair centre
where products are returned to the
factory for repair. Products moving back
and forth across borders will need to be
tracked.
 Can we control the movement of these
goods at serial number level.
 Can we ship spare parts in emergency
and still follow a compliant process.
 Do we have an inventory of spare
part abroad? Can this create an intercompany movement of product.
 Is there a risk that a spare part could be
thrown in the crate at the last minutes
and not declared on the paperwork.
IT
 Is the product file updated with time
sensitive changes such as HS codes,
restrictions.
 Can the system collect, check and
format information for electronic filing
and customs reporting.
 Is the department aware of dates and
deadlines for customs reporting.
 Can compliance be automated. For
instance, can your system print
automatically on the invoice information
such as: HS codes, certification,
declarations, and so on.
HR
 Do we keep training records of people
dealing with customs, particularly
under an AEO accreditation.
 It is also worth considering a
training session for staff from other
departments. Ultimately, a sound
customs management system will cross
functions and will be audited regularly
to ensure it is fit for purpose.
Please contact Catherine at ctruel@me.com
if you have a customs query that you would
like her to address
July/August 2011 Supply Chain Asia
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lao tze on asia

A

shipper trade facilitation group
recently claimed that trade
compliance requirements were
holding back international trade. The
Sage group, which includes members
such as Sony and Pfizer, claimed traders
should be given the right to control their
own trade compliance, rather than have it
controlled by governments. It described
current practices as ‘costly, inefficient and
unnecessarily bureaucratic’.
In today’s globalised consumer and
manufacturing world, materials, semiprocessed products and finished
goods need to move seamlessly
across multiple boundaries before
reaching final consumers. The
manner in which this is done,
however, is not usually left to the
whims and fancies of the shippers
and receivers. Instead, there are laws and
regulations that govern the export and
import processes; laws generally referred
to as trade compliance. While we do have a
World Trade Organization (WTO), the world
does not work on a single set of global
trade rules. In many cases, there is not
even a single set of rules within individual
nations.
The same item can be subject to
different trade regulations, depending on
which other country is involved in the deal.
Trade agreements are contracts entered
into by two or more countries. These
often determine what actions constitute
compliance and non-compliance.
To be compliant, importers are generally
required to provide information about the
goods they receive. This information can
vary from one country to another and
depending upon the goods that are being
dealt with. At a minimum, an importer or
exporter is usually required to state what a
shipment consists of and its value. Either
of those parties may also be required
to state the purpose of the goods being
transferred.
Trade compliance not only determines
the steps that one must take when
engaging in international commerce.
Laws and regulations also dictate the

Trade compliance is not
good for trade, or is it?
things parties are not allowed to do. For
example, some countries prevent sending
or receiving certain items from certain other
countries.

The negative consequences of noncompliance
Trade compliance is often taken very
seriously. Failure to follow such laws
and regulations can result in a range of
negative consequences. In some cases,
materials may be confiscated and destroyed
or returned to the sender. In more severe
cases, the receiver may be charged
penalties or imprisoned. There is also the
possibility that trade could be blocked from
certain entities or countries.
While organisations such as Sage
believe trade compliance hinders trade
and that the issue can be resolved by selfregulation, such process can only succeed
with rigorous monitoring, policing; and with
expensive, control management systems.
Conversely, there are those who believe
that trade compliance is a necessary evil,
as without proper regulatory measures
abuses are bound to escalate leading to
accusations and counter actions in trade
– and if left unchecked, may even lead to
damaging international trade wars.
Being a compliant importer or exporter

works well for everyone. Non-compliant
importers tend to face many more
inspections and delays, especially after
customs finds the first problem. Due to
limited resources, customs targets the
bad guys. Even compliant importers face
delays, but if customs already knows your
company has a trade compliance program,
they are more likely to work with you.
While failure to maintain a viable
trade compliance programme may sound
facetious, border delays, inspections, audits
and penalties are not. Trade compliance and
supply chain security is more than a fact of
business life today. Our world has changed.
It’s here to stay. Work closely with your trade
compliance team. Top down support is the
critical component for a successful trade
compliance programme.

“

While organisations such as
Sage believe trade compliance
hinders trade and that the issue
can be resolved by self-regulation,
such process can only succeed
with rigorous monitoring, policing;
and with expensive, control
management systems.

”
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indicators

Trade Confidence Index

H

SBC’s Trade Confidence Index gauges sentiment and
expectations of trade activity and is compiled from the
results of a survey of small and mid-market exporters,
importers and traders in 21 key markets including China, Vietnam,
Indonesia, Malaysia, the US, Brazil, Argentina, Germany and Saudi
Arabia. The most recent Index found an overall high level of trade
confidence despite headwinds, with emerging markets continuing
to lead positive sentiment across traders globally. Below are some
of key findings of the Index.

Intra-regional trade continues to underpin global trade
Question: Which of the following regions are you trading with?
Australia
%
Central / Eastern Europe (excl
Germany)
Germany

US / Canada

38

Southeast Asia

48

MENA

Question: How do you expect the global economy to change in
the next six months? Do you expect the global economy to…?
%
25 (+4)
18 (+16)

China

2 ( 2)

16 (0)

Hong Kong

3 (+1)

13 (+1)

64 (0)

7 ( 3)

56 ( 11)

11 ( 6)

17 ( 2)

52 (+2)

23 (+1)

18 ( 5)

Others

-

2

Base

300

1514

Australia

1 ( 1)

14 ( 8)

1 (+1) 9 (+2)

Singapore

8 ( 1)
48 (0)

Australia
%

1H11
(Change
from
2H10 )

37 (+2)

44 (+7)

2 (0)

38 ( 6)

5 ( 12)

34 (+3)

34 ( 1)

Total Asia

2 (+1)

61 (+56)
20 (+8)

27 (+1)

Decline slightly

28

Sub Saharan Africa

Grow significantly

Base

Question: How do you expect the volume of your import, export
business to change in the next six months?
%

India
Hong Kong

6 ( 2)

23 (+2)

2 (0) 9 (+3)
1 (0)
2 (+1)

14 ( 9)
56 ( 6)

15 (+4)

29 ( 5)

1 (0) 10 (+3)
1 ( 1) 11 ( 4)

10 (+2)
44 (0)

Singapore

1 (0) 11 ( 3)
2 ( 1)

38 (+3)

22 (+8)

1 (0) 11 (+2)

41 (+5)

43 (+11)

37 ( 3)
41 (+9)

33 (+3)

1H11

37
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1200

34 ( 4)

300

307

300

64

Europe
%
21 85 25

9 23 32

37
60

29

72
89 4 22 27

156

11

15

15 6

9 9 18

0 33

Japanese Yen

05 6

03 3

Maintain the same level

343

8
20

3

6

5

300

300

Hong Kong Dollar
Singaporean Dollar
Australian Dollar

30 45

16 88

86
12

59

2

300

300

10 95
71

69
8

33

41

Latin America
%

N. America
%
77

11 80

3 24 27

16 93

92
6 30

36

SE Asia
%
82

6 97
3 21 24

1 11

3 9 13

134

44

0 9 10

156

11

0 33

1 35

01 1

167

4 12 16

257

03 3

2 9 11

11 2

5 10 15

11

134

22

1 1

123

22

01 1

1 1

02 2

01 1

15 15 30

11

22 18 41

1 1

2 2

11

United Arab Emirates
Dirham

023
5 18 23

00

3 8 12

Polish Zloty
Base

MENA
%

India
%

Greater China
%
61

Pound Sterling

9 ( 4)

41

46

2

1

Renminbi, or Chinese
Yuan

2 ( 11)

6

6

9

9

36

80

39

3

22

15

30

22

5

14

12

10

21
6

54
23

29

45
17

36

58
36

13
39

56

11

23

10

48

13

19

20

12

43

57

19

6
3

15

23

11

1

Vietnam
%

59

7

10

37

69

1

7 ( 8)

Notes
Figures may not add up to 100% due to rounding and the exclusion of ‘Don’t know/
Refused’ responses

64

901

68

10

25
68

66

7 ( 4)

6 ( 2)

45 (0)

Decrease slightly
Increase significantly

1

Singapore
%

Malaysia
%

7

20

38

6

Australia
%
US Dollar

Canadian Dollar

Decrease significantly
Increase slightly

11
3

1

Traders globally expect RMB to be top three trade settlement
currency in 2011
Question: Which currency do you expect to be your main trade
settlement currency in the next six months?;
Are there any other currencies you envisage using for trade
transactions in the next six months?

(Change
from
2H10 )

9 ( 2)

44 ( 2)

40 (+8)

8

61

Notes
Greater China includes Hong Kong SAR, Mainland China, Taiwan, Macau

Euros

Australia

Total Asia

20 (+1)

56 (+10)

34 (+5)

Indonesia

Malaysia

50 (+2)

18 ( 6)

39

12

51

36

68

26

Indonesia
%
38

20

68

59

7

Australia / New Zealand

Asian outlook on trade volumes

Vietnam

600

48

48
15

Rest of Asia

Notes
Figures may not add up to 100% due to rounding and the exclusion of ‘Don’t know/
Refused’ responses

China

925

47

47
38

Middle East

5 ( 3)

Grow slightly

-

42

52

18

US / Canada

9 ( 44)

43 ( 7)

Maintain the same level

-

41

48

Others

Decline significantly

15

6

22

343

86

64

17

Southeast Asia

5 (+3)

25 ( 13)

8

India
%

71

14

Latin America
4 (+3)

9

38

3

Hong Kong
%

China
%
60

Greater China
Central / Eastern Europe (excl
Germany)
Germany
Western Europe (excl UK)

4 (+1)

47 (+17)

19 ( 2)

Malaysia

607

11

41
57

3

22

24
1

38

4

53

12

Asian markets look to Greater China for growth
Question: Which of the following regions are you trading with?

UK

Indonesia

17
12

47

24

6

52
14

18

52

52

48
45

30

26

15
8

90

19

61

25

37

7

15

40

11

22
9

47

Notes
Greater China includes Hong Kong SAR, Mainland China, Taiwan, Macau

Asian outlook on global economic growth

2 (+1)

69

47

7

Sub-Saharan Africa

1 (0) 4 (0)

39

36

26

Latin America

Vietnam

68

15

Rest of Asia

43

42

15

51

4

59
13

30

43

8

25

SE Asia
%

27

52

9
37

47

42

Latin America
%

66

10

20

50

79

28
18

36

45

55

17

UK

41

38

53

77

N. America
%

MENA
%

78

14

Western Europe (excl UK)

India
%

Greater China
%
49

60

Australia / New Zealand

India

Europe
%

Greater China

5 5 10

300

1514

607

343

925

600

Notes
Only top 10 currencies are shown
Results are ranked at the global level
Greater China includes Hong Kong SAR and mainland China

901

1200

Primary currency
Secondary currencies
All currencies
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INTRACTABLE SUPPLY CHAIN PROBLEMS?
ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD?

WE WILL NOT CHARGE YOU ANYTHING
UNLESS WE DELIVER THREE TIMES THE
VALUE OF WHAT YOU PAY US.

Gu Servi
ara ce
nte
e

TYPICALLY WE DELIVER 3-25 TIMES
THE VALUE OF WHAT WE CHARGE
(AVERAGE VALUE 10 TIMES).

CONTACT US
www.globalscgroup.com.au
info@globalscgroup.com

AUSTRALIA (SYDNEY)
GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN GROUP
Level 3, 80 Arthur Street (PO Box 636)
North Sydney, NSW 2060
Tel: +61 2 8920 0694
Fax: +61 2 8920 0689
Email: info-australia@globalscgroup.com

GERMANY (MUNICH)
GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN GROUP
Sudetenstrasse 14a
D-82031 Guenwald
Tel: +49 89 641 50 40
Fax: +49 86 641 50 55
Email: info-germany@globalscgroup.com

